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In The Beast !!!. the Jungle,· Henry James.achieved 
psychological and aesthetic power through the technique 
of Symbolism. James attempted in his late period to 
use the word symbol for its visual and musical quality. 
Be never, however, sacrificed a moral or psychological 
theme !'or an aesthetic et.feet. Instead, James V'!orked 
increasingly toward a perfect fusion of subject and . 
technique so that the works of tbe last period evidence 
a poetic concentration. Any attempt, therefore, to 
explain the power o~ The Beast apart from a considera-
tion of technique will not be adequate • 
..---,-
Imagery and sound prepare the reader psychologically 
for the conversion of John Marcher, a miracle of a sort 
impossible under any circumstances to see. Since the 
imagery and sound are important .for abstract rather 
the~ for plastic effects, the technique of ~mes in 
· The Beast is more aptly compared to music than to paint-
~ - ------
ing. 
,. 
Passages of dialogue and narrative detail are 
equally important for their suggestions. On the sul'.face, 
-
the sounds are pleasing, and, like music, tbe movement 
of the imagery is intellectu~lly pleasing. An image 
., ' 
establishes a certain theme; other images in any given 
-
. ' ·"-
.,_ 
. .... 
·- -------------
=---------·· ----·- ·----- passage will run _p~_r1:1llel tQ this tb~me, suggest con-
current thought, and establish appropriate mood. In 
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the same -passage, ·other images will run counter to this 
established image resulting in a simultaneous contrast 
of overtones. The technique results_in an emotional 
, climax in the last scene. If-· sounds alone created this 
emotion, the composition could be called a tone poem. 
Since the sounds of words create the emotion, the com-
position is more accurately called a prose poem_. What 
The Beast 1!! the Jungle has in common with a tone poem 
is the symbolic use of sound. 
'lhe value- of poetic prose is tbe value of sound as 
symbol, and for one to fully appreciate the aural 'effect 
'such prose must be read aloud. When The Beast is read 
correctly, the intonation should not vary greatly from 
background to narration. The accents should be evenly 
spaced, and the line should be :intoned to bring out the 
vowel duration. The tempo of the prose does not in-
crease from beginning to end, but in more dramatic 
passages such as the important last scene the rhythm () 
becomes more energetic through stronger stress .~nd 
increased repetition of imagery. 
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~· . J:ntroduction 
To ·what extent James used the technique of French 
. 
' Symbolism in bis late period is a f"ascinating question • 
... / In this paper I establish first of all, that he did do 
so and that in one particularly eff~ctive tale, Tbe 
Beast -in the Jungle, James achieved psychological and 
aesthetic poller through such poetic technique. The 
exploration has been creative and exciting, and I con-
sider it by no means over. I wish to thank Dr. Carl F. 
-~ 
f Strauch for his 0 encouragement and for bis patient, much 
needed instruction on the details of the paper. 
In Chapter I I introduce the theme of the nouvelle ~ - .. 
and summarize ·pertinent critic ism. I pay special at-
tention to critical material wbic-h implies that tbe sound 
in James's late style is signiricant. Sometimes a 
critic's failure to adequately explain the power of The 
Beast in other ways suggests that the sound or the ac-
cumulated effect of tbe sound~is the potent stylistic 
-tac tor. 
Also in Cbapter I, I include a brief oomcnentacy_on 
- French Symbolism a:Q9 suggest bow James may have been in- -··-··-- -----
fluenced by the ~erican painter, John Singer Sargent. 
' 
--·--·-
-·-
James, however, could have arrived independently at a - - --- -----
-·- / 
' 
' c-ompa;p_able tee hnique. Tracing artistic relationships of'-
' 
this sort 1~ very difficult, and coming to any definite 
. ) 
conclusion is, if not impossible, at least beside my .,· 
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primary point. 
- ... ------··. ----·· ____ ._ ........ ~ ·-·"'-. 
· Ch·arles D~muth, an American water-colourist ( 1883- . · I' 
// - t"!P·..,J 1935), revealed in a series of three sketches on The · 
Beast in the Jungle, some significant ~deas on James' s 
use of imagery. The sketches are described in an article 
by John Sweeney, and since the prints are rarely published, 
I was especially thankful for the benefit or Mr. Sweeney's 
insight. Demuth was a very talented artist, original, 
'. and rather like James in his fastidious taste in composi-
tion. Demuth also exhibited a high degree of literary 
sensibility and felt inspired to paint interpretive 
sketches for works by Zola, Balzac, and other writers 
besides James. His sketches are creative criticism, 
which, I think, must be the most rewarding tribute to I 
'-
Q 
the power of someone else's art. I decided, therefore, ','. 
'i:\ 
-C,' 
I 
to summarize the article on Demuth as a transition between 
Chapter I, where I discuss painting and Chapter II, where 
I discuss .verbal imagery. Since, however, the imagery 
in this nouvelle lacks plastic quality, I do not com~are 
-----··.,-- ,' 
- ·• -· - ·•·•-·-•---- I '.' .. 
. . 
' . - .. · .. 
- - - - ·- --· - - ..:_ ___ - -- ---- -·--·--------------
---·-. - - ·-
.... -~. ' 
the technique to that of painting. Instead., r· find a more 
analogous expression in the music of Debussy. 
In Chapter II I show how the imagery is important 
-:for intellectual connotation and accumulated effect. 
Appendix A contains a copy of ~the text on which I traced 
- . 
. . the imagery. -. --- ·• ·• ... --·· . . - --- - --- - ----------· ------ ---··- -----
Convinced that the nouverle has significant sound, 
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·I read the entire ·story· aloud on a tape in order to 
actually bear it. As I read, a certain pattern.of ac-
cents developed. I then re-read earlier passages to see 
if these would follow the established pattern of stress. 
I was not disappointed. Rather,the rhythm came naturallyJ 
enhanced thre !poi~1ar or· suggestion, and clarified verbal 
relationships. Next I listened to the tap8 and marked the 
' I 
.··-· 
,, accents I heard on a second copy of the text. This co~ 
- ./ 
is contained in Appendix B. The accents fall regularly 
on syllables of longer duration; the pattern is quantita-
tive. Chapter III is an explanation of this aural 
experiment. 
In order to emphasize the similarity between the 
sound of The Beast and the music of Impressionism, I 
searched for a recording that would illustrate the com-
parison. Happily, I found what I consider a suitable 
composition __ in_Debussy 1 s "String Quarte.t in G Minor." The ------
work has none of the pictorial efi'ects of a Debussy tone 
poem, no fauns or moons or seas. I did not want a sug-
gestion of painting. Instead, this quartet is de~p with 
purely tonal implications. Its scope is coll.fined:; its 
,, 
structure is formal. The music appeals equally to the 
·~ 
intellect 11nd to the emotion. Since these are essentially· ~- · · ········· ··· 
--. ~.-_-
----------
the qualities I .. admire in The Beast in the J'-'ngle, I in-
·:1 
,, 
eluded portions of the quartet on the tape betwe~n sections 
··-··- ..... LJ, 
' 
of the story. I must thank Mr. WaynA Labs of Mechanicsville, 
' . 
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PennSylvaniaforpatiently spending hours operating his 
., 
recording equipment while I read and re-read, constantly 
·--· 
changing my_ mind about details and having to read parts 
over. The tape, which I present to tbe Department o:f 
English at Lehigh as a porticin of this research project, 
is still not perrected •. It reflects the limitations of 
myself and of time. The reading aloud was most enjoyable, 
however •. Appendix C explains· the tape in more detail •. , 
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Chapter I4 
A 
A Summary of Criticism 
-~- .. 
-----,,In a . powerful tale of about seventeen thousand words, _., '-, ·~ 
...,, 
- Henry James created the terror and tragedy of an obsession. 
,. 
The story can be ·stated b~iefly: a man meets a woman for 
the first time and tells her that he bas a premonition 
something will happen to him. Ten years later he meets 
her again, and she has remembered him and bis confession. 
- She agrees to watch with him for the something to happen, 
the something which, in bis life, will spring upon.him 
like a beast in the jungle. They grow old together and 
she dies. One day while visiting her grave, he, Jobn 
Marcher, observes the grief of a nearby visitor at the· 
grave of someone loved, and at that moment Marcher real-
izes that the Beast sprung when he lost his chance to 
) love May Bartram., his companion. James arranged the tale 
into six sections; each of the first five sections con-
tains a brj,,ef_scene of dramatic dialogue to convey the 
· viewpoint of the central consciousness 1 John Marcher, and, 
\. 
thro_ygb subtle iro~y, the viewpoint of Henry James. The 
scene of section six differs in that it is not dialogue 
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Although the outline of the tale is uncomplicated, 
the power whic b James achieved in The. Beast .!!3 the Jungle, . 
the specific mood and sensation or terror, almost def'ies 
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analysis. There is even more to the power of the story 
then the terror; there is a beauty in the sound of it, a 
~ 
.- . \ 
resonance which undergirds and contributes to the central 
theme or tbe unlived life. It reads with a sustained 
cadence through the lengthy passages or background. The 
rhythm, the rise and fall of the words as they are heard 
by the attentive reader, underscores the imagery, the 
,visual and thematic. The sounds are appropriate to the 
theme of the nouvelle and provide, along with tbe con-
notations of words, the mood and the tone. Altogether 
l 
this aural background has the ambiguity o:f music. The . 
tone and mood pervade the literal meaning. Like music, 
tone and mood are abstractions. "Tone," in addition to 
meaning the author's attitude toward his subject, is used 
in this consideration to mean the sound of the text read 
aloud. The tone or music of the text supplements the 
mystery of the phantasmagorical Beast, represents the 
I. 
.. 
drifting together or May and Marcher. For __ example, b-ells- --- - -------------=··>--- -- -··· · ···-· 
in the story are the bells of their relationship and 
symbolize, both as sound and image, the ultimate death 
or May and the despair or Marcher. 
Most critics of Henry James have recognized the power 
.... 
of The Beast !!! the Jungle; a few have not. Among the 
many are also a few who consider it an exceptional.triumph 
. among Jamesian trials e.nd errors. There seems to be no 
. 1 particular developmental p,ittern .of appreciation. Recent 
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c·ri tic ism, however, is more abundant, 8Jld rece·nt critics ------~----- ... 
. 
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:' .· ~-
of James rely more heavily tor their insights on extra-
textual considerations. Some like to point out· similar-
ities between the life of Henry James and the character 
of Marcher, but any approach which neglects a careful 
consideration of technique fails to explain the attested 
power of ~his work. The story is certainly psychological, ~-----·-·»-•····· .. 
but to tell the story in other words or to reed the words 
-to derive the plot is to miss the essential value which 
2 James intended and achieved. What happens when tbe 
critic retells the story for the sake of plot or idea is 
exemplified by mythic and psychological interpretations. 
One aspect of the work, the plot or a single symbol$ is 
emphasized to tbe exclusion or multiple facets which 
.. 
comprise tbe·work as a whole~ The partial treatment is 
right in itself but sacrifices the effect of the total 
work for the sake of a single idea. 
Louise Dauner expounds upon a single symbol in ber 
~rticle "Henry James and the .G.arden of Death." Dauner, 
who recognizes the garden as a constant symbol in Jamests 
work, finds Edenic significance in The Beast. James•s 
garden, to Dauner, means many different things. -rt is 
_ _..._..---==--------:-'.met.a_p_horical as well as symbolical and is especially ----
Jamesian· because o-f 1 ts constant recurrence, 1 ts ambiv-' · · 
alence, paradox, and thickness of association: "It re~ 
. .... ini'orces tbe psychological and emotional overtones o~ 
._·.,:··· ·. 
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character· and situations. It is highly suggestive of the 
James·ian, etb.ic, · -the fundamental preoccupation of James' s 
art. And it contributes ~onally as irony to James's many 
faceted repr-esentation of the Human drama.n3 As in the 
Biblical myth of Adam and-Eve, May Bartram and John Marcher 
achieve wisdom at the cost of pain. Marcher lost his op-
I portunity to live intuitively in the garden· of life. He 
can only learn his particularly difficult lesson in the 
graveyard., the garden of deathe Dauner:·discusses the 
metaphysical and artistic value or James's garden as a 
symbol of cultural experience. John Marcher's failure in 
the garden of life, in aesthetic terms, is analogous to 
the artist's failure to intuit cultural forms of experi-
ence or to possess moral taste. 4 
According to the rather complicated psychological 
interpretation of David Kerner., May is the personification 
of ideal love, and as such she is an hallucination. He 
does accept May on another level, however, as a physical 
reality. For Kerner oversimplification is avoided by 
insistence on these two levels at tbe same time. 5 May, 
on one level, is a technical device~ a hoax,. which demon-
-.,. . 
,,stratas or dramatizes tbe character of M-a;rcber. Kerner 
,I 
-·.-
.. 
_...,___..c.a--·· ---- -·-· 
sees May as essential only to 
-----and· the· mode of her existence 
an understanding of Marcher,- ---------------------
6 is relatively unimportant. 
·He calls her the egocentric's 7 dream of a woman. May is 
·-"maybe," the hypothetical mate who permits the egocentric. 
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to live singly in Eden's garden. As the embodiment ot 
the impossible woman, she preserves ·-Marcher's .faith in tbe 
-delusion tbQ t h-e can -have.,, a private affair with the uni-
versee May 9 says Kerner, is not only Marcher's heart, 
sexual instinct,· or subconscious mind, sbe is also the 
censor which keeps these out of reacho He questions that 
-an actual woman wonld be so useful in such contradictory 9 ----ways. Both., be says, are practically sexless and de-
tached, masters~o~ evasion and de~ay. May preserves him; 
be escapes into her. 
Kerner first suspects that the whole business of the 
confession is an illusion when be observes that Marcher's 
secret can only.be revealed through a combination of two 
scenes--Weatberend and Sorrento. He believes that the 
' confession never really happened at either place. Marcher 
. 
. is so completely blind and forgetful that his forgetful-
ness, rather than his secret, becomes ··his oddness. Ma~eher 
forgets the things which disturb him. He is blind to his 
rate. Fate and his sense of fate are inseparable and, for 
all intents and purposes, are identical. Marcher takes 
May on the bunt des pi t_e his unawareness that be. ;s .9olng 
. 
---
--- - -------- ~------- - -----
------
- - ·-··--···-~- 1 " so. He makes provision·, however, only for himself' •• v 
Kerner observes that James renders Marcher colorle-ss to ,. 
associate him with the ghostly and ~dds that Marcher 1.s a· 
ghost in the sense that b·e experiences death in life and 
1'1nds life in death. ''vf·ben a man' s wish to 11 ve one w_ay 
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-(to love) th~eatens bis tearful w1sb to ·11ve· another wa7 
(to pe alone), so tbat he begins to think that 'tbe lonely 
. life he bas is the life or love he wants, then one ·ra-
tionalization leads to the next in a long evasion or 
reality ( ~lthougn the man runs unconscious of pursuit), 
until the dead-end rises in his face. e o and he turns, 
· 11 
- grateful, to tbe arms of the law of his lifee 11 
David Kerner raises some interesting q4t1es.tions •. Why 
did Marcber confess at Sorrento? How was he able to ~or-
get: his conf~ssion? Is it possible that Marcher never 
.confessed, and if he did not, is it possible that May is 
not real but rather a part of Marcher h1mselt?12 Kerner 
does not definitely answer his own questions. Instead, 
he reinterprets the story as parable. He sees no reason 
for deciding o~ May's mode ot existence since James did 0 
no~ intend verisimilitude. The stoey is a parable because 
( 
.. 
. -
"time, place, and condition are stripped off the bones of ·--
action •••• the Law illustrated is: It is not 'good for 
{ man to live alone. 1 Time·, place, and so on are specif'ied 
·-· but shadowy;- the story is composed of disembodied voices. 
Marcher is fear; May is love. By isolating ingrownness 
[s1i7, James wishes to terrify the reader out of wasting 
his bumanity."11 
.., 
-------~--·-------
Another inte-rpretation which ~ombines--tbe mythical 
and the psychological is that of Edwin Honig who sees a 
pattern which be calls the "mercif'ul fraud" in The Jo·llJ: 
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Corner, The Beast in the_ ·Jungle, and The Alt·ar of the 
Deade ·He considers tbe pattern comparable to a Dionysian 
ritual in which an image or a god ~,as ·Sacrificed to the 
god itsel:r. 14 In each stoey Honig sees "a i'I'&ming ot the 
problem:· the desire of the central character to realize 
total selfbood by discovering or rediscovering the value 
of the self in some other than its present form. The 
means by which tbis is done involves an active communion 
with another person from whom the self elicits a disguise 
with which to enact the role of the ideally projected or 
mysteriously projected other self. The sympathetic per-
son is a tioman who, ·because. she helps to identify the 
-,,,, other sel.f, becomes identified with it as an heroic 
' 15 ~ substitute ~gent." 
Honig sees Tbe Beast '5 a l'1tu811zation of romantic 
rolls in which Marche~ notes the rightness of May's role 
as a servant and in which May becomes a servant to March-
er's situation. 16 Honig notes that Mal'cher fights the 
sense of his own selfishness but that this sense is am-
biguous •. He refe:rs to the overl~pping of' their two lives 
r!{ 
and says that the part of }-(.i9y that matters is the part 
."sbe is wil·ling to give over to him in order to witness 
the appearance of bis potentially altered selt."17 Thus, 
__ -------------····:- in Honig' s visi~:r f.) May "is an image of.. Marcner sa·crificed -to _ .. ---· --· --.-·---···- - ·-·-·- . ··- ..... ~£.· 
.. 
Marcher. In The Beast, unlike Tbe Jolll Corner 9 says 
Honig, sensibility does not triumph but goes down in 
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·resounding def eat. 
Edmund Wilson and Maxwell GeismaP share tbe natural-
. " 
-- .1st1c bias· toward the works of tbe last period. , Both 
. 19 , bemoan the lack of concrete detail, assu:pie that Henry 
20 James was squeamish about sex, and imply that James's 
-. 
treatment of subject was necessarily vague because of the 
author's personal limitations. 21 
}1 
Wilson views the ambiguity of tbe late period as an 
expansion of psychological gas in wbicb the abort stories 
22 
swelled into 11 small novels." He suggests that James 
lapsed into e dreamy inner world of uncertQin values in 
which be was unable to judge tbe effects of his own 
23 
story. Wilson describes James's ambiguity not in a 
poetical or metaphysical sense but as a shortcoming which 
might have been caused by uncleal"ness in James•s own mind 
toward bis subject o contributed to in part by his ulti-
mate use of dicta When James dictated in later years, 
according to Wilson, the style became increasingly con-
-· 
ve:rsations:r, marked by increasing sentence circumlocution. 24 
Wilson approaches James on biographical grounds and dis-
misses him as a be:fuddled w:r-ite:r of prose fiction. ·------
Maxwell Geismar views Marcher as definitely auto-
.. ----------
b 1 ograp h 1 o as well as another "obsessed and hysterical 
Jamesian •superman• of the spil'it."25 In Gelsmal''s opin-
ion The Berast is ··James' s api tapb on Henry J~es, a re-
.. . 26 1'lect1on ot: his early love tor Minny Templ-e, and exoep-
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• t1onal ·for the obviousl1 · obje.ctive way in which James 
evaluates himself: "What was remark•ble, too, was .bow,. ~ 
this completely autocentric writer ••• who saw the 
world only in terms .o~ his own standards and values--
- romantic, 'literary' and abstract as they were--could, in 
one leap here, move to an 1 allocentr1e' or objective view 
of bis own deepest and primary drives, bis own true fail-
ure as a human being if not as a literary spokesman. 027 
This tale Geismar regards as a description of James's own 
egotism, and this, not the Prefaces, as the true example 
1 . 28 H j d of Jamesian self-critic sm. e _ u- ges May unnatural, a 
Jamesian dream woman indeed, tto accept, encourage, and 
<d 
·J • validate 11 th1i co~suming masculine vanity and egotism, 
witb_out thought, t·hrough the years, of anything further 
· •;- , 30 
than their I talks' about him. tt She, Geismar says, is 
"the feminine masocbistio equivalent of his concealed 
masculine sadis:mo 1131 The redeeming feature which Ge1smar 
reserves for The Beast is his assumption that James is 
talking about himself. Such is bis reliance on psychology 
and biography for his critical viewpoint. 
Walter F. Wright also considers Marcher ·to be auto-
, 32 
r _/ biographical, but in contrast to Geismar,· he judges 
Marcher to be perceptive and i~~~ll1gent, sensitive, and 
intently conscientious. Marcher's predicament is uni-
versal., according to Wri.ght, in that it is an acoentua-
tion of tbat in wh icb any., senai ti ve person becomes 
t 
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entrapped. His bewilderment becomes ours. · Wright views 
,, 
the story as a quest into t·be nature o~ life itself ~nd 
the watch fo~ the Beast as a search for the identification 
· · Ot the self. May Bartram, accordingly, is a reflection of 
>f. 
life, and Marcher does apprecimte hara excellence. March-
er's love, says Wright, is comm.on but not cbeap. 33 The 
emphasis of Wright is again on subject and allegorical 
significance to the exclusion et bow this meaning is 
· 34 
conveyed. 
Stephen Reid believeS that Ma::rcher's hallucination 
is hardly an uncritical projection of James•s anxieties. 
James is, according to Reid 9 remarkably objective in The 
.•." 
Beast: "a careful study of the story reveals the amazing 
clarity ·and precision with Which James establishes March-
er' a infantile attitude toward May, toward life: the 
v!Ptuoslty of the rationalization~, the solemnity of bis 
16 
-.. 
. -
position, the emotional povertyo To say that James is 
objective in The Beast!!! the Jungle--and I think he is 
remarkably so==i~ none the less not to deny that certain 
--- -------· ---',.-
· very great phobic anxieties have found expression in the 
• 
story, anxieties all the more forcibly handled by being 
felt, as it were, from tbe ins1de.n35 11Ms.I"cber's fantasy, 
Reid continues, "is not contained in an otherwise l"ational 
·- ·-· ··-···- .,6 
framework: it is· the fr8I!lew·ork itself ."3 He attributes 
the vagueness in the story to the nature of Marcher's 
\ phobia rather than to the nature of style.37 James takes 
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' the reader_ into tbe derangement 1 tseli', and be makes· tbe 
background sha·re the phobic feelings so as not "to di-
.. ti 1· b f itAn 38 miniah the par cu ar orror o_ y 
The critics wbo do more o~ less concern themselves 
w.tth cbaracteriatics of technique vary widely. in their 
attitude towerd these characteristics. Bruce McElderry 
claims that 8itnothing surpasses tbe lightness of touch, 
· · 39 the delicacy of movement of this nearly eventless story." 
· He sees May as more convincing than John Marcher wbo is 
"almost an allegorical representation of insensitivity, 
caution, and inaction~-aocumulative selfishness all the 
mol'e horrifying because it is so well-bred."40 F. E. 
I 
Smith observes· the perfection of surface in The Beast, 
which be calls a tou~ de force in the genre of psycho-
logical mystery. He attacks James's method, however, as 
too specialized, too bar~en of action, too empty or emo-
tion. "Cbar&1cters, '' he declaresl ''lose what life they 
have in the mazes of logical inference until they have 
more of the nature of propositions tban of human beings.n41 
~, Two other critics who find fault w1tb James 9 s tech-
nique in The Beas-t in -the· Jungle 
.. 
Allen Tate. 
' 
--.A C?an.-=~·- .._, '"1GII.J O'Faolain end 
0 1 Faola1n"-s criticism is terse: Tbe Beast is a huge 
·-waste of vsorda since the reader knows from the start what 
-·-·-·-~- - ~~·· ····---~---
an ass Marcher is and soon conceives wbat· the spring of 
the beast will be.42 Disliking subtleties extraneous to 
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·· .. the plot, o•Faolain appreciates the economy of the short 
story and judges The Beast ac·cordingly.. Tbe Beast, bow~ 
ever, is a nouvelle, not a sbort'story.43 
Allen Tate, in his essay entitled "Tbree Commentaries: 
Poe, James 9 and Joyce," considers certain qualities which 
nTbe Fall of tbe House of Usher" bas in common witb The 
Beast in the Jungle -~d James Joyce's The Dead& Tate 
emphasizes that in The House or Usher Poe acbi~ves the 
dominance of symbolism over a "visible base."44 Poe 
experimented, according to Tate, with tbe technique of 
b~sing symbolism in scenic reality, but Joyce, not Poe 
nor James., achieved the per!'ection of the technique. 45 n. 
Tate objects that the naturalistic detail of The Beast is 
not distinct enough to make the situation credible. The 
symbolism, he suggests, "tends to allegory·because there 
is not enough detail to sup~ort it."46 He then turns to 
The Dead for what he terms the great modern example of the· 
nouvelle due to the superior naturalistic medium of Joyce. 
Tate implies that James wanted ·to create the direct im-
pression o~ reality in The Beast but fell short of bis. 
·mark. 
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Tate, however, does answer 0 1 Faola1n by first o~ all 
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. -------·-·rightly calling the tale a nouvelle, not a· short story, 
and secondly by obse~ving that- the s~·~E~-~~e of ·the story 
. 
. is not in the reader's recognition of the failure of 
Marcher but in his looking ahead to the "revelation ot 
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- · · 47 d T this failure." . In the comparison of The Beast_ an be· 
Dead, Tate observes that·botb stories binge upon climaxes 
of sel:f~r~ve1at1on, limit the reader's access to the 
subject to a central intelligence, and end with a powerful 
irony which is classical in the sense that v'the reader's 
. interest is engaged at a higher level than mere sur-
prise."48 
ADDng Tate's several objections to The Beast are 
that., in terms of visible materials, it is much too long·; 
the foreground is too elaborate; and parts one and two are 
not rendered dramatically., making the structure .suffer 
I from what James calls the disproportion of the misplaced 
middle.49 Tate believes that James failed to confer on 
par,ts I and II 11 the brave appearance of the true. n50 Tate 
also wonders whether the r1celle of the stranger at the 
grave was nothing more than a trick and suggests that 
James should have planted him or his equivalent somewhere 
in the fOreground.5l He insists that the dramatic scenes 
sbould be visibly concrete and rec.ognizes only two short-
./ view scenes in the entire story: in parts IV and VI. He 
questions whether these two scenic effects have been 
19 
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"scenic"· when they do occur: 11 James does not make May or 
Marcher visible; he has merely presented their enveloping 
fate, as it could have been seen from Marcher's point of 
view; but we have seen them not quite credibly. n52 . He 
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~- ' further suggests that in slighting the scenic effect it 1a 
possible that James bas violated one of his primary canons: 
tbe importanee·ot rendition over statement.53 The man at 
the grave, according to Tate, may be a deus ex macbina 
c9ntrived by Jmumes in orde·r to render scenically ?1archer' s 
psychological insight since James wanted to be consistent 
to his belief that the reader,~hould see Marcher discover~ 
ing bis :flaw. 54 
Tate admits tbat his questions do not exhaust the 
stor1, that The Beast in the Jungle remains one of the 
great stories in English. "In the long run," tre submits, 
"its effect is one of tone, even of lyric meditation."55 
The criticisms of Tate against the story suggest tbatr~ 
perhaps James intended something other than power, tone, 
and lyric meditation; or that these qualities are not 
enough. 
-· While not simply saying that The Beast is too long, 
Allen Tate thinks the story is too long in terms of con-
crete detai~. L. c. Knigbts, on the other harid, attempts 
to bring out in bis article entitled nThe Trapped Spec-
tator" th'- .,}l;eness, relevance, and coherence ot "the 
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the . subtlety of style in James I s later _._period is tar from 
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being evidence of . any. taul t but rather a. tee bniqua nee e~: 
i 
'1' sary to the achievement of th_e full power of tbe story. ,,, 
Kn·ights also traces the growth of' the subject o'.f egotism 
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. a.a a consideration .. --of J81Tles to 1 ts ultimate p;r_~-o.oo.upat1on ... _ 
~ 
:1· ~ or the trapped spectator, tbe caged o~ excluded conscious-
ness. The thesis of James in the tales of the later period 
is, according to Knights 0 that the qualities making up life 
are more important than experiences; that as expressed in 
the Cr~ tical Prefaces edited by R. P. B1ackmur, 11 the 
amount of felt life in~orming any work is in exact c0rres-
pondence with the· 'art, 1 that 1 t depends entirely on the 
· fullness and fineness with which the subject is present-
ed. n57 The technique, therefore, is essential to the 
. creation of thi·s !'el t life. The particular technical 
achievement in The Beast is the unobtrusive irony of the 
two voices: Marcher's view and that of James himselr. 58 
. ,~ -
According to Knights, James extracts the ultimate horror 
from ~1is theme by ma¥ing almost every word bear a double 
burdeno59 The theme to which the technique is so essen-
tia+ is, as Knights expresses 1 t, ·a "common human feeling, 
isolated, magnified, but not in any other way distorted. 
The reader can share Marcbe~•s horror while observing the 
60 ravages~of an obsessiono" 
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Knights suggests that tber~)might have been biograph- a 
, 
"attested ~redilec tion for poo~ sensitive gentlemen, 11 
'but he believes that when a work of art is achieved as it 
is in The Beast, such biography is irrelevant. 61 There 
is, however, an important tendency in the late works of· 
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James wbicb is ·e:x:emplified by Th·e. Beast and which Knights 
. 
. and others indicate. The essence o-r th.is tendency is the 
mood created, the feeling of desolation which is similar 
to the desolation expressed in modern existential fiction. 
Tbe art of James creates this mood·in an aesthetically 
22 
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pleasing forms, an accomplishment often lacking in the ~ 
i naturalistic school of writing. Knight~ expres_ses tbe ___ ·_~-~~__:___---~[ 
~ idea this way: "of course James was isolated and be knew I 
i' r: d J/ 
it; but it is ridiculous to speak as if his plight were j 
J ('j 
(/ 
peculiar and unrelated to a more general predic.am.ent. It [1 
\~ ) 
wasn't merely that be ss.w mQre clearly than anyone else, \: 
!\ and.recorded in his Prefaces, the increasing gulf between 
the artist and the public or common readers~ he sensed 
also the forces that, in his time, were making for •the 
awful doom o~ general disbumanisation' (Preface to The 
.. Altar .Q!. the Dead). 62 Knights quotes the lines of T. s. 
Eliot, "I have beard the key turn in the door once and 
turn once only, 11 and sees in this expression the appre-
~ hension James express~d for the isolation o~ the indi-· 
vidual, an apprehension which marked James as the first 
of the modern novelists. 63 
· ··· 
Morton Zabel links James's preoccupation with the 
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"modern" subject with James's shift in style •. In "The 
. 
. 
Poetics of Hanry .Tames," Zabel claims that Jamesvs in- -····· ·-~- ... ···-··--·- - ·-- ...... ----- - ---~--· -· 
fluence in the field of fiction anticipates by a quarter 
century the efforts toward limitation and concentration 
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. -,-, which have been paramount in· poetic ,., theory · and writing 
· since the war. 64 · He sees · Jamesiail technique as allied to 
~ ,•' 
,,· James•s concept of the artist. J'&Dles experienced the 
ordeal o~ the poet recognized by Eliot, the ordeal or 
findi~g meaning and order in the confusion of modern 
civilization. For James, salvation lay in the conquest 
of identity. James rescues personality from an excess of 
sophistication, self=i~dulgence, and privilege. 65 James, 
. says Zabel., saw the same problem in modern life as did , 
/ Valery, but James 9 s solut·1on is different. Valery sub- . 
merged himself in the ultimate of.cynical disillusionment 
in which not even art could afford any meaning. James 
resisted the implications of seience through art. He 
v saw the modern predicament as the antagonism of intel-
ligent selfhood against the depersonalized scientific 
comprehension of all things in their "unprejudiced 
identities." James, according to Zabel, avoided the 
dangers of the transition rrom Romanticism to a new and 
~ better art through the discipline of technique, a danger 
marked by the realistic and naturalistic novel with its 
socialistic, didactic content. He escaped the temptation 
to write tractarian fiction by his careful insistence on 
poetic concentration. 66 
A similar observation is made by Leon Edel· !j1 ___ nis 
.. 
--- ------
~- l:.1ftroduction to The Tales when he says that no one ,else· 
bas "evoked with more power 'the bench of desolation•-~ 
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tbe drama of bU111&I1 lonelin,;s. n67 · "He also· sees a connec- · 
' ' .. '.•t1on between tbe theme or·desolatiori in the late period 
a_nd the author's technique.. Edel notices tbat in the late 
period the storyteller's mood is grea~ly altered and that , 
.. the style is not minutely descriptive because the p~wer 
and reality of inner experience far exceeds the importance 
. 68' 
of external realism.. These tales, Edel suggests, are in 
. the existential mode, the mode of James' s late years when 
everything was terrible in the heart of man. Accordingly, 
the beast in this tale of the late period is a beast of 
the mindo 69 
. Krishna Vaid in Technique~ the Tales of Henr,: James 
recognizes along with Tate and Knights that what distin-
guishes The Beast in the Jungle is its "spellbinding 
power."70 Vaid picks up tbe statement of James in the 
~Pr~faoe that "' any :rel t merit in the tbing must all depend 
on the clearness and charm with which the subject just 
. . 
noted expresses itself,' 1171 and proceeds 'to evaluate this 
nclearness and charm. 11 Vaid attributes the power or 
haunting efrect of The Beast to the long passages of 
-narration_ or summary which. b_:ridge "the gaps· between his 
72 
-c~cial scenes and lets us hear the musings or bis hero." 
··- ---- -·----· -
The crucial scenes, according to Vaid, are.the six which , 
James intended., rather than the two r.e.c.o.gnized by Tate. 73 
He interprets the dramatic scene as the increasingly 
intense conversations or dramatic confrontations between 
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John Marcher and May Bartram. "Scenic," for Vaid, does ... 
.. 
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not necessarily mean descriptive; a scene is psychological . ·. · . 
.,,. 
drama. He pinpoints each o~e of ~he scenes in each sec- · .., ,' .. _ . 
tion, something which is not·· hard to do. His· analysis of' 
scene IV, however, is especially germaine to this discus-~ 
. . 
sion of.' James' s technique. Except f.'or tbe opening scene · 
at Weatherend, Vaid observes, this is the only scene pro-
vided with a visual setting, but the setting is more 
atmospheric than pbysica1. 74 
::,.· . 
.7 • • q, 
' Vaid significantly agrees with L. C. Knights, that the • 
. 
. . 
reader is aware of two views throughout, tbat of Ma~cher , 
· 75 
· and that of James. . He considers the · summaries conden,. 
sations of time rather than a waste of words, and he 
answers two objections of Tate in addition to the matter 
. 
of: concrete detail which has already been considered: .. , .. ·· , 
ttWhat Tate dismisses as foreground--the first two sec-
tions--is structurally propertionate, well-integrated in 
the tale, and very necessary to an appreciation of March-
• 
er's obsession and bis relationship with May. The middle ·······-· .,., ~---~., .... -.. ..· 
of.' the tale is the tbird section where Marcber 1 s suspicion, 
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i-; that May knows something he does not., first turns into a 'i 
[;" 
.{' 
!,/' 
;r':J. virtual conviction; this is almost exactly the dimensional~----~~-g 
middle of.' the tale. Tbe grief-stricken stranger may be 
termed a deus~ machina, but his descent at the op-
portune moment is not at all ruled out by the tenor of 
the tale: it should not be evaluated as a realistic tale 
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· ',76 or read as mere allegory. H··.· 
The emphasis on tenor and tone occurs a·gain and agaiz:i. 
Stephen Reid ··submits that The Beast in the Jungle is as 
. good as it is because 11 James was able to let Marcher's 
phobic concern establish a pervasive texture and tona, 
to create in the fiction itself an omnipresent sense of 
the imminent danger.77 Douglas Jefferson agrees tbat 
-through imaginative use of language, James transcends 
any psychological or moralizing interpretations of char-
acter. Jefferson judges it "remarkable for the intensity. 
with which every implication of its subject is gathered 
\ .... 
up and dri van bome in tbs tremendous last scene." 78 ; 
Austen Warren, speaking of The Golden Bowl, describes 
the effect of James's late style as one of tonality, 
.figuration., almost color scbeme. 79 This effect~ accord-
ing to Warren, results from the metaphors which are tbe 
equivalent of myth. The metaphors, Warren continues, 
tall into two categories: emblematic pe·r~eption and 
. 
extended conceit. Both Austen Warren and Francis Fergus-
son compare the late style to minor metaphysical poetry. 
Fergusson comments, "I think one can see now that even in 
"l~c.;i his tricks of style and in bis metaphors 
• • •· be is akin 80 to Vaughan and Herbert. The type of image which Warren 
describes .finds 1 ts purest expression, ·· according to John 
Rale~gh, in The Beast !E. the {ungle. Raleigh, in an 
article called "The Poetics of Empiricism," discusses tbe 
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iaportance· James placed upon sense impression a?ld de-
-
' scribes the_active metaphor: James pie tures abstractions; . 
" 
' , 
. 
experience 1·s pictured "as a crouching_ beast ready to 
spring. 1181 11 0f' course," Raleigh continues, "not all im• 
pressions in the late novels le.ap like beasts at their 
\, 
receptor. \ . Sometimes they caress, as in the great water 
metaphor when, in stasis, characters sink into a massive 
sea. Tbe important thing to remember is that they are 
invariably physically imaged; and thus practically all 
feelings, love or hate, or fear, are pictured as a series 
~ 82 of sense impressions coming in upon the consciousness~" 
William B. Cairns, one of tbe Jacobites, wrote in 
1916 that "none of the theories to account for the change · 
. 83 in style is wholly satisfactory." · Cairns' argument, 
however dated, is sound. - The die tat ion t.heory, one wbich. 
Edmund Wilson set forth, Cairns had noted earlier is 
particularly inadequate because James's sentences are 
highly organized, carefully and artificially wrought. 
They ,re the opposite of usual conversational sentences~ 
The sentence structure, not the diction, is the most 
striking example of the later prose, and 11 the growth in 
t_he complex! ty o:f sentences may come from the growth of 
a tendency to see a subject in all its subtle relations, -
and to present all these relations at one stroke. This is 
.. 
--. aifferent matter in an uni:nf'lected language, which must 
show the connection or ideas chiefly by the position of 
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words. When there are so many conditions and modifica-
tions and e~oeptions to each principal idea,· the phrases 
which express them canno·t be placed in close juxtaposition 
28 
..... 
to the central term. A sent®nce so delivered seems clea~ 
when delivered orally, because the voice shows grammatical. 
relationships, as the word endings do in an inflected 84 languageo 11 Cairns observed tbat James's adjectives are 
carefully chosen and that the significance of such adjec-
tives is not in their denotations but rather in associa-85 tions and suggestiveness. 
. > 
In another quite early criticism, Vernon Lee wrote 
that the sense of Henry James•a late prose is often ab-
stract, that employment is more important than raw 
materials, .and that the Jamesian verbs 11 force us to g0· 
straight tbrougb. 1186 He noted the variety, co-ordination, 
and activity of the verbal tenses, 87 and the repetition 
of personal pronouns that ~ecomes a kind of personifica-
tion. Tbe shifting of pl'onouri case, be argued, provides 
- 88 more movement than would verbs.,, The reader, according 
to Vernon Lee, "will have to ,vbe, ). 'spontaneously,' at full 
cock of ~_ttention. ,,B~------He judged the action in a James 
creation as stol'ms in teacups-seen.through a m1croscope,90 
and this analogy is apt 9 except that the teacups are 
fatbomlesa, and the reader biinself must be. provided w1 th 
a sensitive lsnse. Cairns agreed that situations in J2mes 
are minute, that gJtoss immorality is incidental to his 
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situation. It is a sour~e or· complaint, said c·a1rns, that 
James presents sin by implication bu __t that., after all, ,. 
circumstantial evidence is the kind apparent in real life. 
Tbe average reader, however, "unaccustomed to such a 
treatment in lite~ature, hardly knows how to interpret 
tbe vague indications$) and is horrified at his own un-
91 certainty." The scenes in James are subdued; there is 
no ''weeping and sbri.eking," but rather many scenes that 
"one remembers long, eaob perfect in its tone, its quiet· 
impressive atmosphere, and its calm vividness.~92 
The emphasis on tone and nuance suggests that the 
reader of James approach the style with a special attitude: 
a' the reader is not only asked to think; he is asked to 
listen. In 1905 a review of The Golden Bowl appeared in 
Cr,i tic which called Henry James a to,Sherlock Holmes in the 
limbo of the human spirit" and 11 a master of S,,hadeson 
Significantly, ~laude~Bragdon advocated that anyone wbe 
reads The Golden B0111 must be atte tive, leisurely, sym-
pathetico He noted Schopenhauer's a firmation that a 
' novel· is ··great to tbe extent that 1 t represents· the inner 
and not the outer life and $p.plie.d this af.tirm.ation to 
, Tbe Golden Bowl, calling it art beyond all praise w·b·ich 
formulates the question which tbe .soul asks but which the 
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alsng with the admonition to the ~eade~ is applicable to 
The Beast El the Jungle,. ·-David Daiches believes that full 
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justice bas not yet been.done ·to this writer "whose tech-
nical skill enabled him to make convincing and inevitable 
· 94 a personal moral interpretation of human behavior." 
Pelham Edgar observed quite early that few ot us train 
ourselves sufficiently in the art of reading to receive 
;: 
the total impression of a work by James. 95 R. w. Short 
comments that James so misordered his sentences that the 
new alignment of elements created not only the emphasis 
but some de.f'ini tion of' it; this ls an achievement mor-a 
96 ~ 
common in poetry than in prose. This necessarily com-
plex style which reveals not only ideas but the rela-
. 97 t1onsb1p among ideas cannot be approached indifferently •. 
Daiches goes on to say that James's sophisticated tech-
nique uses technical apparatus to create or change mean-
ing. Since psychological reasons are significant, James 
presents situations and episodes so that this signifi-
canoe becomes clear.98 Any story of James, he argues, 
is entirely changed 1:f told in a different way. In his 
-later works, the story does not exist apart from 
- 99 technique. J 
The difficulty- o:f rea~Ung James is partially tbe , 
result of bis attitude toward a fictional subject which, 
according to A~ J. Ward, "he considered as a metapbOrical 
· · 100 or moral entity rather than as a sequence or events." 
As a result o:f this metaphysical attitude, James developed 
a aystem of cross references--parallels, analogies, 
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cont:r-asta, · balances, recurrences--tha-t complicate and ~ . . 
. io1 
clarify. 
' 
. t The responsible cr1.t1c who comes t.o grips 
with this difficulty recognizes this poetic use of 
'. 
I . 
language and avoids exclusion or oversimplification. The 
story is important, but in James's late works it is never 
the main interest. The reepons~ble critic, Francis 
Fe.rgusson agrees, will not insist on the narrative aspect 
of Jam.es 9 s late t"Joroks to the exclusion of their dramatic 
102 
and plastic qualities. R. W. Stallman likewise insists. 
that tbe complexity of such poetic prose .makes responsible· 
., interpretation possible only after years of reflection: 
"The novel as poem, the art-novel, becomes a different 
novel on· each subsequent reading. When finally the critic. 
, .. 
issues his interpretation, the result o:f years o~ famil-
iarity with a given wo·rk, his interpretation frequently 
strikes the casual·reader as 'irresponsible,' whereas 
wbat is irresponsible is in fact the casual readeronl03 
In an essay on prose ~nd poetry Edmund Wil~on wrote, 
"The technique of prose today seems thus to be absorbing 
•\ 
--· the techniqus of verse; b_ut 1 t is showing 1 ts elf _quite 
equal to t_hat work af the imagination which caused men to {;J\· . 
call Homer 'divine•; that re-cr~atio~, in the harmony and 
: .. 
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logic of words of the cruel confusion of life o" uTne 
·point is," he continues., "that literary techniques are 
{ . . . 
tools, wbicb the masters of the craft have to alter in 
adapting them to fresh uses. To be too much attached to 
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. ·the tradi ti-onal tools may be sometimes to· tgnore. the new 104.. . master~c 11 Wilson praises Flaubert and Joyce in this 
essay as "consummate· •rtists in tight organization and 
. 
. 105 careful attention to detail." He claims that ''tbe 
.. ideas of Poe developed by the Symbolists in France bad 
given rise to the art poetique of Verlaine, so different 
from that o~ Horace. These late nineteenth· century sym-
bolists who derived their theory from Poe attempted "to 
bring music again in opposition to the school of the 
. 106 Parnassians who cultivated an opaque objectivity.'' ··, 
While noting tbe tight organization and attention to 
detail. of Flaubert and Joyce~ Wilson seems unimpressed 
,_ 
. 
. by the closest attention to detail of Henry' James. He 
-
notices the absorption of poetic technique into· prose, 
but fa11s to notice that the ambiguity of James resides 
in the direction of pure poetry. Depth or expansion is 
achieved by the use of symbolism, and, according to 
Charles Hoffman., 1 t is this method which lifts The Beast 
above the level of elaborate anecdote, and tha suggestive 
' .. ;·· ··..-···-··-- .. -
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· ______ _:_ ___________ technique releases the au-tho:r from elaborate explana-
- -- - .. -
· ·-· -·-··--··--107· 
tiono · The language is poetic: "symbols, metaphors, 
recurrent images, repetitive word patterns are all used 
to-- ac bieve a poetic word-pie ture of _an idea· ·or· ·sta_t_e ___ c..f~.-~------···-· -----------·---==~~:~~~-~:~~ .. --~--- a------- __ · --------~-----------. ···- -- ___________________ , ____________________________________________ --
. . : .. :::....~------ - . awar;~es~~IITO 
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- As already noted, The Beast 1!! the· Jungle bas another 
dimension, the. moral and tbe psychological. What Dorothea 
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· . Krook calla tbe "ordeal ·•f consciousness• ·.may also be 
called the moral1 ty of consc~ousness. \ In tbis sense, 
\ James has a message: he denounces blindness and selfish-
ness and advocates spiritual knot-sledge, genuine love. Tb,e 
= 
failure to understand the· necessliry ambiguity in the 
style is perhaps the failure to understand that the moral 
is implicit. E. J. Ward in The .Imagination .2! Disaster 
emphasizes that the dominant concern in James•s fiction 
j 
is kno~ledge and recognizes that the beast is a symbol 
109 .. of destructiveness and egotism. He goes so far as to· 
think that James believed in absolute evil but adds that 
110 there is no hint or dogma because James is an artist. 
James implies. that- "to miss experience as John Marcher 
does is to stultify one's self, to make moral development 
impossible, to starve the consciousness, to become sterile 
and spiritually deaa. 11111 Edwin T. Bowden would agree 
with Ward and disagree with Raleigh on this point. Tbe 
latter represents those who confuse aesthetics and moral-
ity in James. Bowden. declares that James would be ho~-
rified at this quotation f:ronr Raleigh-a a article on the 
poetics of empiricism: "The consciou~ness most sensitive 
33 · ., . 
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to impressions is liable t._o_be ____ t_be __ most.-mo~a-1.---So-~-..... ~~____:·~· ~~-.,..-----. ~ ---.. -·--~---------·-
1,1......,,.-________ James "tberca -1-s an ~-qua-t-ion--b-e-tween the aes~hetic and tbe 
. 
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--------·-··-·-··-----·- . . . 
---- - - ----- -moral' a~nsel) and- the--pe·r-s·on·--wbo mofft ___ appreciates the 
-- ---·-·--
r ·-~" .. ~·----- ~eauty of a Renaissance-pai-1:iting is also the most 
112 
moral •. ,11 David Daiches, in condemning the moralistic 
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·critic ism et Edmund Wilson, says that what has aesthetic 
significance for James possesses moral significance auto-
113 
maticallyo. In the viewpoint of Ward and Bowden, it 
' 
would b·0 more accurate to say .that what has moral signif-
icance £or James possesses aesthetic significance auto-
·matically. Thus Ward suggests that James chose "poor 
. . 114· 
aensi ti ve gentlemen" for artistic re~sons_, ________ . ___ bec_au·se the 
moral subject had aesthetic possibility. 
The failure to take into account both the moral and 
aesthetic qualities in the late style is perhaps also a 
tailu:re to see James in relation to his sources, especially 
/ . 
in relation-to Turgenieff, the Russian with the French 
feeling, and John Singer, the European who was so much an 
Am~riean in attitude. This failure is perhaps a f·ailure · 
to see where James stood in relation to the French Sym-
bolist movement and exactly how James differed from the 
Symbolists while developing a col'!parable technique ac-
115 cording to the promptings of his own geniuso 
, 
As far as Turgenieff is concerned., James admired him, 
and both be and James admired the French for sheer verbal 
. -- - .,, . ' .. 
abilityo David L®rner suggests that Turgenieff taught 
James the art of foreshortening and set him the example 
· ·~ 116· ,, 
....... J 
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of dramatized ()()_l)l5Ciousnes13. __ James __ knew.Tuvgenie1':f'.-~-----'---~--
L----:-:-~-:----------------
and visited him often in Paris during the winter of 
la75. 117 James delighted in bearing Turg:nieff talk about 
bis work, and what be _admired in the Russian bears out the 
•••• l 
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. theorJ t~at be, along wi tb Balzac, was for James a master· 
worth emulating. James admired Balzac's mastery of form. 
. ,, In -Turgenieff James saw that the imp-ortalClt thing ·was not 
t~e plot\_but rather the arrangement of· individuals in 
speci&·l combinations and watching their actions from dif-
11' 
. ' ferent points ot view. Turgenieff bad the abil1ty 9 said 
James.!) '0to tell us the most about men and womenD vi and he 
was an observer and a poet. The poetic element was con-
stant and it bad great strangeness and power. 118 
,, 
Turgenieff, as did James, chose to· explore the psycho-
logical rather than describe tbe physical. He is quoted 
as asking., "shall we. tell how people perspire or how 
. 119 people think?" . Henry James chose thought over per-
,~ spiration. This attitude definitely separates James from 
the naturalists, but the circle or French writers with 
· whom James could have associated in 1875 were the circle 
-
-- -- -------
------- --
--------------
-----of Flaubert, Zola, ana·uoneourt, not the very young French 
Symbolists • 
. The Symbolists were, first of all, a loosely con-
nected group of poets which flourished in Franc_.e.. during 
-·-· ,-tb e second_ half of' the nineteenth century but-wnr-c-h -traa 
,no notice or .following b~t~~~-ia10.120 Poe (1809-1849) 
and Baudel~ire (1821-1867) were the literary idols of 
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'·" . -,· 
~ Verlaine (1844-1896), and later by Valery (1871-1945), 
they se$rcbed for a language to express pure. symbols, 
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·.:iideals, · and found this language in .what Kenneth Cornell 
calls in bis study, The SY!!l?olist Movement, a linguistic 
121 music of c.olors, sounds» odors., and moodso__ As 
-Baudelaire appreciated the aesthetic theory of Poe, tb·e-· 
ensuing age of French poets delighted in similar con-
siderations of dreams, colors, the relationship among the 
senses, and the phenomena of nature. "From the .first to 
the last, 11 writes Cornell, "the negation of visible and 
outward form, the search for an understanding of existence 
through intuition, the abstention from the rational and 
tbe dogmatic gave their imprint to poetic writing. n122 
Inner reality.was more important than external reality 
to the Symbolist, and prose, as Wilson suggests, under-
went a similar evolution. 123 Cornell adds that 11 the 
whole generation of symbolists admired Villiers, a sati-
rist whose writings were a strange mixture of irony.and 
idealism 9 whose language suggested but did not state. 
Laforgue, a Symbolist whose writings 1nf1uenced T. s. 
Eliot, manifested g11'ts which seem appropriate to ascz-ibe 
(' . 
---~ 
to Henry James._ Cozanell praises La~.orgue for his 11 cr1 tical _/ 
.Judgments .\n bis letters and in the brief' notes he penned 
for studies on Baudelaire and Corbi~re in his projects 
for writing the story of a soul, in his artistic acute-
. ~-"·-~·-
:·~ . 
. I 
~8ss, and in his mingling of fantasy and irony." 124 ·· The --···-· :,:-~ .. _,. __ _..:_........__,-,,~ -
,, 
story of a soul told·rwi th artistic acuteness in a mingling 
.of· fantasy and irony sounds like a concise description of 
/ 
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The Beast !!!. the Jungle. James• s accomplishment, however,. 
cannot be linked directly· to the French Symbolists. He 
decided·on the value of such technique in a more indepen-
. .125 ; . , 
dent waye Although one cannot quite imagine Henry 
J;'ames carousing t\fi th Bobemians 9 had he-a been of a di.f-
ferent temperament ha might have remained in Paris, as 
, 
did other Russians besides Turgenieff, and ultimately 
imported back to America the French improvisations on the 
theories of Poe. Instead, James chose in 1876 to leave 
126 Paris for England. 
The Freno b Symbolist movement was at 1 ts heigbth in 
127 1886, largely spent by 1900. By 1910, Russian Sym-
• I 
bolism, derived chiefly from the French, was at its 
128 
height. The symbolistic development or James, its 
germ planted in his earliest writing, flowered in The 
Spoils of Poynton in 1897 and continued to bloom in his 
successive works until his·deatho The Ambassadors and 
The Beast !E, the Jungle (1903), The Golden Bowl (1904), 
The Ivory Tower (1917) are but a f'ew of the primary 
-----eltamples of works :ln "tbe··1ate period." James 1 s deve-rop-
ment in the d·irection of' symbolism roughly ·parallels 1n··. -· 
.. 
. chronology that of the Russian symbolist poetso Alex-
ander Kaun 9 _tvri ting on Russian Symbolism, remarks ~l1~t, 
"wi-t-h----al-1----·tbe-i-r--···Q-i-vers··i-ty, the Symb·olists posses-sed such - -~--···--- __ , ___ ~--~~- -. . 
common traits as cosmopolitan-ism-,------ae-stbe-tie- f-as-tid-iou-s---------- ·--~--
ness_, and a subtle ~se of words and sound to suggest; 
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· overtone~ and secondary meaning.'' In their preoccupa- ·-. \ 
I. 
. .. ··---~~---
t1on witb sounds and symbols, tbe French drifted into 
"roggy narcissism." The Russian Symbolists at their best, , 
Kaun states, recognized the aesthetic, danger or extreme .. 
subjectivism and realized that aesthetic value was achieved· 
~130 through the poet• s control of- his subject. James knew 
all the time that form and content were interdependent. 
As an eternal outsider, however, he ~ould not be part .or 
131 any "circle," French. Russian, or otherwiseo 
We can detect somewhat the attitude o~ James _toward 
- # .,,.. 
-~: the Symbolists through noting bis attitude. toward Baude-
lairee Baudele.ire, accordin·g to James, was not a meta-
132 · physician; Poe was bis metapbysician, and James did 
· 133 not take Poe very seriously. James admired Baudelaire's 
verbal ~nstinct. and thought him remarkable in his ability 
to suggest associations. James wrote that Baudelaire, 
.j; despite bis. choice or untraditional subject matter, was 
. not a realist but a poet, and for a poet_to be a r~alist 
is nonsense. Rather, Baudelaire "endeavors to impart a 
sense of' strangeness and mystery which is the raison 
d I t f t- . nl34 . .. ----~- .e re o- poe ry. .. James nonetheless believed that 
-·--·--·· ...... ··- ,- ·-·· -· ·--··· ..• -· -------~- -.:· - -
morality was at the souroe of a great wo:rk and that the 
process is not the end in all. . He .. , thought that Baudelaire · 
--- was. n.ot careful in his choice ···of-·-subj·ect- matte?' and that 
.bis questionable subject perverted th~ beauty of tech-
. . 135 
n1que. He declared that to deny the relevancy of ~ 
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' subject matter and the importance ·or a moral quality in 
a work of art is childish. Great artists feel that tb~. 
·entire thinking man is one, and "art for art," said James, 
.-39· 
is a c:rudi ty of sentiment: " 1 Art :for art' people allude ·, 
to morality's being put into and kept, out or a work of 
a.rt, put into and kept out of one's appreciation of tbe 
• same, as if it were a coloured fluid in a big-labelled 
biottle in some mysterious intellectual closet. It is in 
reality simply a part of the essential richness of 1n-
sp1ration--it bas nothing to do with the artistic process 
and it bas,everything to do with the artistic effect."136 
The Symbolist movement was closely related to the 
schools of impressionistic music and painting. James did 
not appreciate impressionistic painting any more than he 
sympathized with ·any philosophy of art which excluded an 
interpretation of lii'e. 137 Any theory of "art for art 1 s 
/ 
sake" could not fulfill his artistic requirements; be 
never confused art with technique. Art for him bore a 
., 
relation to life which mere virtuosity-did not. "Art for 
art" or la eo,sie eurE!_ was Ill.6re-_~~~C~ioatiOii; ft-S8.-1dlloth..: ---
-~ 
ing. · James's goal was to so fuse technique and subject 
that the t~chnique itself wo~l? __ reflect the moral and 
psycbolog#~1&f the story independent of 14te-P&-l--st-a-temen-t. -... ·,-~· 
-· 
' 
\.. 
- - - - - ---
- ·'='"'· 
One American painter, John· Singer Sargent (1856-1925) -----~ 
won James' s favor, and some consider Sargent• s technique ,, 
to be impressionistic, despite the fact that he is not 
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associated witb any impressionistic scbool. · · Samuel 
•1-,,;.;· . -
-M. Green describes Sargent as impressionistic in bis 
"absorption with the visual effects at the expense of 
three dimensional formo" 139 If this were all, James 
would have more than likely passed him over. Sargent at 
his best, however, is thought not only a superb crafts-
man, but also a painter or "considerable psychological 
profundity,nl40 and James admired this double value • 
. James met Sargent in 1884, shared bis studio life, and 
increased ''through his friendship with Sargent his ap-
141 . preciation and interest in art. He demonstrated for 
James that the technique of-the impressionists could be 
used to excellent atlvantage in the presentation of moral, 
psychological subjects. 
When the technique of impressionism is translated 
·., 
into the medium of writing, the word becomes important· 
for 1 ts visual and musical quality ·rather than 1 ts thought 
-- content. Impressionistic music., particularly that of 
Debussy, ignores th.e traditional concepts of tonality 1n 
_I I 
.. 
orde~ to., expre~_s_th~~----t;1J:ti:mme .. ring_ .effects of- light arid shade-.--·----------------1-------~.,.--------------------------------------
rl 
The music wanders with no obvious formal oI'ganization~ -but 
the de-vic.e of --Pepe ti tion and contrast suggests the feeling 
' 142- - // 
.. of poetry. The symbolis~ poets and the creator$ of 
impressionist music and paintt:gg a_t.te:mpt to imitate in-- -·· · -------
~ 
...__...,_._._... . . 
----- - --~ - --- -----
------------· - _· __ - - · their ,S(Sparate ,mediums· the same aesthetic values,· and the· 
. I. three mediums of expression so overlap that it is meaning-
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.. leaa to talk. about a 11 teral'j work aa symb&li&t-ie-without . 
· seeing its relationship tp the impressionists. Henry 
James., l:10waveri> attempted to use1:, the wo1?d symbol for !ta 
visual or musical quality and for its thought content. In 
bis best work the visual and musical qualities of words 
convey attitudes, create moods, which underscore and con-. ,,. 
tribute to theme. With its moral., psychological content 
well established, The Beast!!! the Jungl~ is also a sym-
bolistic prose poem because James paralleled the technique 
of the impressionists and symbolists by choosing words 
for tbsir light, color, and atmospheric effect., t'or the 
mood created rather than for the picture produced. Debussy 
chose his note~ for a similar effect. As the musician of 
the symbolist movement, he wrote in direct relation to 
/ 
Mallarme•s theory. His music belongs to the world -Of 
dreams and shadows and is sometimes accused of lacking 
"lifej)" an accusation so often made of James•s late 
proseol4J The word 11life11 in this negative context does 
not mean "vitality" but relation to external fact. What 
--------:-----:-------- ~ve-r:1sim111tude could mean in the realm of music is hard 
• 
... 
to explain.11 but it must mean the opposite o:f the mind, s 
J dream world, more akin to usual ~ogle, less intuitive. 
Although I intend an analogy between the music of: Debussy -
______ · __ .. -and the style of James., the contrast between their motiva-
tion and ultimate production is equally significant. 
Debussy chose his notes for a similar e.f'fect but not for 
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a similar purpose. Their technique is similar; their· . t!. 
syntax is comparably complex; they are both "masters or 
shade. n But Jam.3B Os fiction 1-s ·never _formless, an adjec-
tive musicians ascribe to Debussy, and whereas Debussy's 
• music is amor~l, James '.s .fiction always hes a moral 1n--
tent1on. James is neither a symbolist nor a moralist, he 
is both to such an extent that the moral ·'significance is 
_conveyed by his symbolical use and arrangement of words. 
If James was not happy with the art poetique or 
versWns of poesie pure wbiob denied tbe significance of 
subject, neither was be satisried with any sort of tB1nly 
;> 
. 
disguised didacticism. James admired Turgenieft abd 
Sargent because tbese artists~ to bis mind, successfully 
managed not to neglect either subject or technique. Tbe 
Jamesian art parts company with that of the symbolists 
and impressionists when their theory says that technique 
is an end in itself or that technique is synonymous with 
morality. Technique and moral in Henry James are two 
.. 
t ... ' 
~ 
·- ~-----sepal'ate entities so indissolubly f-qsed by the creative 
:::t t I effort that any -attempt to separate the two provokes in- ;+ ~ ifa evi table loss. James• s art worked increasingly toward I 
•' ~ this perfect fusion so that the works of the last period -
~-
t.:~1 i.g, 
~annot be explicated any ~ore successrully. than can· a iine r~~ 
------------ ---~-------?i-
1fil 
'-----~---ooem-. - -For -t111-s reas--on at least, any attempt to give an \ 
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· 6.ltpia-ria·fffon of_ 8 WOI'k in tbe late period Wi tbout consider- I fd tY~-' ',•):' 1:i 
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~~-ing technique will not be adequate. 
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· · The sketches ·of Charles Demuth referred to in tbe 
introduction are of -value for the. light they throw on James' s 11 terary method by illustrating the ~ethod · in an 
144 analogous approach in the materials ot another arto 
This, according to John L. Sweeney, is especially true 
. 145 of the _three Beast in the ~ungle Sketches. These 
sketches are not illust~ations but artistic achievements 
in their own r.lgbt, as well as literary criticism by 
virtue of their interpretive quality. Demuth chose to 
paint what he considered tbe three points ot highest 1n-
tens1 ty in Tbe Beast: . the boat ride from Sorrento., the 
scene in which May realizes the reality of the Beast, and ' 
the concluding passage. The three pictures are, in the 
•\" 
words of Sweeney, 11 tbe pictorial equ,1 valent of James• s 
•rull-fed statement'--tbe imaged resume ot as many or the 
vivifying elements as may be eoberently packed into one 
image at once. 11146 In the second pie ture, he notes, Demuth 
added .a French clock under &'glass bell, a detail which is 
not in tbs-story. The story speaks or May as a lily pre-
147 served and wonderfully kept under·! glass bell. Thus 
the clock in Demuth' s painting is appr·opriate since 1 t 
... 
associates time with May. The color of the clock repeats.- 1 ... -, in duller tone the color of May's hair. In the first 
sketch the bell motif ls repeated in the/· center form of 
the boat. Through such repetition of motif, Demuth empha-
148 
size·d the centrality of time in Tbe Beast in tbe Jungle. 
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Sweene,- judges tbat 11 tbe·. p·oint of analogy between tbe two ' - ' 
orders ot treatment is most striking in the interplay ot 
reference exploited by the tiso artists. Symbol~ for.m, 
color,,and rhythm of arrangement carry the observer's eye 
back and forth from the center of the series in much ·the. 
same way tbat James. 1 s echo of image a11d oblique interac-
tion of ph~ase carry the reader backward and forward 
through the incidents, transitions, and recapitulations 
of his narrative. 11149 
Demuth demonstrates the nouvelle visually. This 
story, however, does not present the best analogy to paint-ing, not even impressionistic painting. There is not·tbe 
visually concrete detail that would supply the flptness for 
such an analogy. Although some symbolistic visual et£eets 
are p~esent, the best analogy 9 according to Stephen 
Spender, is--no-t to be .found in prose or painting but in,,__-~ 
poetry or music, more particularly in mus1c. 150 If we 
keep in mind Jame~'s moral purpose and still concur with 
Spender's mu1ical analogy, we can view the relationship 
o:f 'back_grourid to narration as similar to words set to muster 
,_ 
__ ,_,_--
---- ~--~ 
,· .. , 
.-~---
··-··---~--·~---.. ------"' 
------- ---in a ballad: neitber the tune nor the words can exist 
independently.. Yet, -while the imagery in tbe background 
is, on one level, in accord. with tbe attit'µdes and ideas 
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_______ -~f._ ]1a:r;aQ_P~~,-- _·on another-:.-lev.el--tbe background -forms an 
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ironic contrast. The images and motifs form a background 
or e~vironment .. in which the essential, simplified 
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experience ot Jobn Marcber•s self-realization unfolds-
·as an uncomplicated narrative. The elaborate richness-
of the background contrasts both strongly and subtly 
-
with the negative life of John Marcher. This ironic 
relationship of background to narration is part of 
James's singular accomplishment. ' . 
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dbapter II. 
. Imagery 
.1 
.. 
. . 
-The sense tbat this nouvelle is inexhaustible 1a 
stronger a~ter the twentieth reading than after the second 
or third reading.· The meanings and possibilities of in-
terpretation continue to multiply, a true indication of 
· aesthetic vitalityo Therefore, in discussing imagery, I 
do not attempt to exhaust these poss1b111 ties~~ Instead, 
I describe tbe imagistic structure in such a way that . 
further elaboration is possible without destroying the 
v 
•• 
framework of derinition. In the next chapter I follow a 
D 
- . .:t.?-:--'-
similar procedure in describing the non-imagistic ·rhythm. 
Utbough I provide a limited quantity of notes in these 
two chapters, the explication is essentially my own • 
To begin,, section I establishes tbe essential char-
acter of John Marcher as an egotist and a snob. Thinking 
--? 
_) 
himself better than.other people, he avoids personal in-
.. 
volvement. He is a man whose life is filled with pretense 
and illusion. !fe is obsessed with the idea that _something 
special is going to happen to him; and we are led to be-
lieve that be has had this obsession from his earliest 
... ' 
._---~-.. -~--~---·------ ·. ·-··--- ...... ~time. (.p. 71.) •... Because. his past was etrlPtY, his present 
- --- - ·-·-·------- -·-~---· -·-------- .. ·- .. - ... __ -· ........ ··---- -- - ····----- -··- ·······-. - - --------·-·- ·..-"···-- ··-···---
- --····--· -·-- ---·· - .. ----------·-.·----------------~---
- -· life is --empty also. Marchervs future will be empty unless 
-·-------- _be ..... cbange_s __ ~_. unless a_ miracle. transforms his chal'acter. -· 
.. 
I, Tbe possibility,, or change rests in one incident in .bis , 
past: the time at Sorrento, for a re~son unknown to 
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himselt ~ be confessed tc:, May Bartram tbe tact of his . ' 
ob.session. 
' < Marcber•a life 1s filled with pretense as well as 1i-
lusion. · In· bis obsessed state, Marcher's social life is 
an act. He pretends not to really need people. He refers 
to the life be and his friends appear to be leading (p. 
63); wben be doesn't remember anything about May, h& wants 
to be in possession of what antbeir actual show seemed to 
lack" (p. 66); he would like her as an old friend 6 since 
he· has "new ones enough on·· the stage o:f the otber house" 
_ (p. 67). The .fact that Marcher would really 11·ke an old . 
friend indicates bow be bas failed to foster any lasting 
re·lationships. Marcher does not trust others wi tb his 
secret since he is afraid people will laugh at him (pr~ 
70-71). He even forgets that he told May, and this sup-
pressed memoey becomes the lost thread of tbeir relation-
~ 
,,,,,/ 
ship ( P. 62) and n the link 1 t was so odd he should f'ri v-
olously have managed to lose" (p. 68). MIJ, however, does 
.~ not laugh at biin. Knowing his obsession, she does not, as 
.. Marchel' feared, think bim merely vra harmless lunatic (p. 
-74) ·; Marcher 0 s ·obsession l'\Tith him.self makes hint-unable to 
. empathize. Alt·hough painfully conscious of others in a 
distorted way, Marcher is too self-conscious to be genu-
----------··--·-··-- . 
------·---The Beast in tbe Jungle has a dramatic structure of. 
scenes and dialogue. The actio~, however, is purely 
:, 
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- psychological. Tbe ~ackground and dialogue must prepare · 
" . 
the reader for the climactic conversion·or John Marcher 
when this character, _at tbe verry end, acquires a soul and 
becomes genuinely human. Tbis conversion would not be 
convincing if James•s technique had_ been realistico One 
of tbe reasons that purely psychological drama is diffi-. 
cult to produce or that ~e1igious drama ralls flat on~tbe 
stage is that tbe conversion experience-cannot be plas-
tically visualized. James manages to convince the reader 
that something is happening to Ma;rcber, tbat the reader 
is seeing something happen which i~ impossible under any 
circumstance to see. How James manages this is related to 
the accumulated efrect of imagery and rhythm. Although, 
as I contend» James convinces the reader or a psychological 
experience wbicb cannot be plastically visualized, the 
suggestion and movement of the imagery compares favo~ably 
to that of mus-1.c. The character of the imagery refuses 
to be a part of what Tate calls the natur2listic base. In 
· tbe first place, the imagery is not based at all: it i 
,• .. , '.·· 
. ' .... - .· ·-
·' ' 
1·; 
- -------------~--------~-£!_~-~~-~ i~ 'libe .r~ahn_ of_ connota.tion--Wb-1-le---s-t-1-1-1--pes-se-ss-1-ng·---~---- -·-·---,------~------
' ·w den~tation important to the narrative line. The imagery 
is the ba.se of ~be narrative. · Passages of dialogue and 
narrative detail are equally important ~or their effect 
--------
~- and suggestions. On the sur.fa.cs D the sounds, are pleasing·,. 
, a11d like music., the movement of imagery is intellectually ___ ~-- ------· 
pleasing; it is intellectual movement. A theme is es-
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J tablisbed by a certain image. Other images in any given 
a 
passage will run parallel to this theme, ·suggest concur~ 
49 
rent thought, and establish appropriate mood.· In the same· -
passage other images will run counter to this established 
image. Tbe"result is sometimes called 11 tbe two voices." 
... 
Tbe irony of the two voices, the voice of James and tbe 
voice of Marcher, is provided through the simultaneous 
contrast of overtones. 
The first three lines o-r the story illustrate the 
suspended movement., slow, vague, directionless and un- --
de:fined. The .first line suggests that Marcher bas in-,, 
advertently inspired a speech and that he was startled by 
~- this response. The renewal of acquaintance is lingering, 
leisurely., and Marcher is passive. Friends had conveyed 
him to Weatberend in the interest of art._ The people come 
together, disperse., pass in end out mnong tbe spacious, 
unde.ti.ned rooms. The great rooms of Weatherend where 
Marcher and bis friends are visiting at the outset are. 
valuable !'or their poetry and history 9 for their sugges-
tions of the past. WeatheFend is significant for its 
- . - --- --- ---- -----~ -------------------~--· -·- -- - . . -- ----------- ------ -
H--------'--"--'---------------- . --- -
- . -
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housing and preserving art, which in turn preserves the 
record-or consciousness. There is no concrete description 
of Weatherend, unless we consider the reference to the 
light .shining o~ "old wainscots, old gold, old color~ 
· ( p. 64) as descriptiono _.....::..__ ___ ~ Such sJight refe~ences to physical· 
' '.,., C'ii.' 
. I det.ail, ho~ever, are themselves more a~mospberic than 
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l)byaical. JU188 did not tail to provide· objective realism;· 
.be deliberately went out of his way to ;avoid it. A great 
' . 
. many or tbe otherwise explicit statements are toned down 
·-or qualified. James freely supplies "scarcely," "proba-
bly," "-somehow," "rather.," "almost,tt and these qualifiers 
suggest what is not accompli~had and what Marcher does not 
know. Weatberend, the initi~l setting of the renewed 
friendship between May and Marcher, is almost famous (p. 
~ . 
61); its spacious and abundant rooms have treasures of 
intrinsic value, the worth of which are undefined and un-
. ·-
definab~e. · The guests give themselves up to ~ysterious 
appreciations and measurements., and 11:mysterious measure-
mentsvn becomes a recurring figure applied to thoughts and 
the depths of consciousness, rather than to rooms and the 
value of art objects. The mildly vague phrase, "the dream 
ot acquisition at Weetherend would have had to be wild 
. 
-
indeed" (p. 62) ·-reinforces-the mood of physical unreality. 
''.Acquisition, n "dreaming s ~a and "wildness .s> 11 i-Jbile referring 
to· the value of Weatberend and the other guests., suggest 
the attitude of Marcher toward Weatherend and the guests. 
Marcher !'eels himself to be of' superior critical judgment. 
He is disconcerted among -these suggestions o.f the past 
n a~ost equally by tbe p~~sence · of those · who knew too much 
and by that of th_o$e t'fho knetv nothing" ( p. 62) • He senses 
---·- ····· --- --- - the pre·ssure upon bis consciousness of the poe,try and hi·s-
toi-y of the great rooms and strays apart to feel in proper 
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relation to them. If Marcher is aestheticall7 sensitive 
. to Weatherend, it soon becomes evident that he is scarce-
, . 
. ,, 
ly perceptive in tbe art of living •. · As tleatherend is a , 
. 
house of history, a place which prese~es the past, filled 
·- -
. ' 
with mementos and reminder~., May is signific·ant to Marcher 
because she is a reminder, conjures u·p for bim·with.ber 
face and voice an experience in his past • 
.. 
:., The references to wildness and to Marcher's straying 
apart suggest Marcber 1 s evaluation of others, erroneous 
evaluation of himselr and, t.brougb implication, the true 
account of Marcher. The background of section I establish- ! · 
es the beast imagery. The visitors, like animals, respond 
to sense impressions, express themselves with inarticulate 
noisea 9 with signs and silences. Like social animals, 
.. 
they travel together and are happier in twos (pp. 61-62). 
,. 
Marcher, while belonging in appearance to the group, 
imagines himself a lone wolf, an out~ider. His premoni-
tion ~bout himself he first refers to as a vague butte~-
rifying thing (po 71); later he forms the thing into the 
image of the Beast (p. 79). While thinking of the Beast 
I 
, as his distinction, Marcher disparages it by calling it 
his disfigurement., For some such reason, he wants at 
- ---- ···- __ ._ -- ·-··- ----- - -· -· - ·--- --·- ·----
Weatherend to be lost in tbe crowd (p. 61). He prides 
' b 
-~i~se~f-~n -not being like other people viewing Weatberend 
, . 
' . (I 
( p~ 62), gloating and sniffing l.ike a d_og. The beast and 
~: dog images suggest Marcher's bunt for the big game in his 
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jungle. In contr~st to Marcher's conte.mpt i'or others, 
Marc.her is himself compa~e·d to an animal, not a wolf but 
a smaller animal easily preyed upone Marcher is rather 
like a scared rabbit, easily startled, feeling deep un-
conscious '·fears (pp. 61, 87, 101). He is, subject to sud-
den surprises. While Marcher dislikes aggressiveness, he 
almost jumps (p. 64) to gain the psycbologieal ·advantage 
over May; he calls himself an ass (p. 64), and May and 
Marcher communicate with signs, as do the ''animal people" 
at Weatberend. 
The beast imagery also re£ers to Marcberts,fate. 
Marc he!' doesn• t really know wbatt~;mis.:.tate is. While 
thinking himself better than other people, he attempts, 
through fa·lse modesty, to d1·sguise his evaluation by 
calling himself odd. He thinks people would think him 
odd. Strangeness and aberrations, therefore, refer to 
Marcher• s distorted consciousness or his :rate. Marchel" ·· 
~agines his rate as sometaing terrible; he lives with 
apprehension or.the unknown (p. 73). At the end of 
sect.ion I, May asks him if he is afraid, and .he replies 
: · ----- - . tbat--ae-dq~~P' _t _ ~~~~ ~c;,net_~e-le~s, he doe1~·n 1 -t wa_nt May 
\ I to leave him. He tells her tb_a_t if _ _s_he will watcb with .. ~------------ •,T 
-
-- -- ' --.,-.-~-- --~- him she will see whether or nat--he-•-s afraid.·· May promises 
(, 
i: 
\ I 
_ ••• c~~ to_ wa,tch_:~::==_!.!~hey-b·ad---bee··n-moving by-this time ac:ross the 
. -···· -, ... ~--·····-·- ~ ~:- -· -.-.. ·. 
' 
.. I 
.room., and -art-·-t·tie a·oor, befo~e passing out, they paused as 
for tbe full wind-·up of their understanding" (p. 74) • 
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. . The next three sictions ~elate their wat~b~ng together tor 
Marcher's fate to happen. 
' . Throughout the nouvelle there is a lot of "striking" 
and "winding" and 11t1atching." These ordinary words take 
on added significance through constant repetition and" in 
association with more profound figures of speech. All 
three verbals have a psychological, non-temporal first 
level of meaning: "''strike" refers to mental impression; 
"winding" and "wind-ups" are· summ.ations of ideas and con-
versations and also a description or a substantive for 
Marcher's perilous journey; "watching" is observation. 
The three words are associated with cloaks and time. 
Clocks strike and are wound. The "watch" f'or the Beast, 
the observation forming the basis of the plot, is both an 
ancient nocturnal division and a period of time in nautical-
language, an association which connects the time imagery 
with the references to water, boats, drifting, and sea. 
The ~ater imagery, in turn suggests, in addition to the -
________________ ----~a_ssing or time,. :ra~·e, danger,· and uncertainty, and oc-
casionally, th~_ oscillation between sa.fety .and danger. 
' 
. The bell is also significant as a~ ·indication of nautical 
.~ ...... · ~, 
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time. 
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Weat.be~!)nd also suggests time past- and time passing. 
Marcher considers himself'::-- ... su.perior to the other guests at 
Weatberend in his ability to assess art. The imagery and 
~arration, however, indicate that Marcher cannot accurately 
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measure. a·nytbing. ·. His m..ost obv,-ous ~rror in judgment is 
his assessment of May Bart~am whom be· considers a ~,ork1ng 
part of the establishment or Weatherend and in need o~ 
remuneration. In ·Tbne respect 9 a respect be does not ··grasp, 
May is a part of Weatberend, for she is a reminder of the 
I 
I 
• part and p]:)eserves what little of Marcher•·s past exists. 
She is the only proof that anything sver happened to him. 
She:,· moreover, presel'ves Marcher's secret., and for this 
service Marcher feels indebted to ber: "To tell her wbat 
be had told ber--what had it been but to ask something of 
ber? something that she had given, in heza charity, without 
his having ••• so much as thanked her" (p. 71). The May 
that keeps a secret repre·sents time passing and time pre-
served through memory. The art objects at Weatberend are 
' 
treasures (p. 61), and May's memory is a treasure. May's 
memory is also the seed~ planted in the spring of life. 
-Thus Marcher wonders if the little things which passed 
between them at Sorrento were not 11 smal\ possible germs, 
but too deeply buried • • • to sprout after so 1nany years" 
(p. 66). These seeds do sprout, despite the bar~enness of 
·, Marcher• s past. 
In ironic contrast to Marcher's conscious evaluations 
-
• 
,· 
.JH.. 
_ · ~--- ______ ---· - 'ahd measurements is tbe theme of time and the value of time ----- --
-- - - - · ---
- ~-- -------
_which Marcher can only sense and never measure. The sug-
·gestions of ltleatherend set the mood for this theme. Time 
--
past is important in tbe story.to time present and time in 
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• < . tbe future. Time stands tentatively sti-11 only· when pre~ 
served, 1mpertec~ly, in art objects, and the pa.ssage of 
' 
time r·orms the melancholy burden of human consciousness • 
. , Marcher considers himself in control of' his judgme~t, but 
be is not in control"of his relation to time. Thus 
Marcher strays apart--a verb suggesting a socia~ animal--
on impulse, to feel in proper ~elation to these rooms of 
the past, and this impulse, undefined and ambiguously 
determined leads briefl~ in the course of the October 
afternoon to his closer meeting with May Bartram" (p. 62, 
·11· italics mine). The undefined ~orce moves Marcher in the 
direction of ·May, tbe positive virtue. As Weatherend 
suggests time past and time preserved, "octobern and . 
"af'ternoonn suggest time passing. The name "May" sug-
. gests youth, fres_hness, possibility; 110ctober11 suggests 
,-., 
old age, staleness, futility. "October11 is also important 
through the story for its suggestions of Londonvs seasonal 
fogs and mists, a period of unpredictable weather and of . ' • ry 
. 
. 
_, ... -·· -·-··-·-·-·· _ .... --:-:-:. - . limited visibility, a condition especially hazardous for 
--·--·--~-- mariners. The afternoon of life is again the end wbic h ·-~ 
deepens into darkness and death. The later a!'ternoon or 
an October day is the twilight, tb·e period of reflected 
.. r.. . .. ····-···-·---~-
---~~:~----:~light suffused between day and darkness. ·· "October after-
-· ---------- - -~------- --
'l 
•; 
.. 
noon," tberef'ore, suggests an _imperfect state o:t light 
·Which in turn suggests imperfect mental illumination. 
Marcher'' s mental illumination at Weatberend is, appropri-
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ateiy e·nougb, imperf'ect. Placed in this imagistically 
contrived en~ironment ot time past and tim~ passing with 
its waning light so soQthing to the partially blind, is 
John Marcher, whose name suggests the begi~ning of life 
and tbe journey or li~e • 
. The jou:rney o:t Marcher occurs in space as well as in 
time, and spatial concepts are important for non-spat~al 
) 
implications. Spati,'l separations indicate gaps in com-
./ 
munication or distance from knowledge. When Marcher and 
May meet a·t Weatherend, the~ef'ore, they sit "much sepa-
rated at a very long table 91 ( p. 62). She knows something 
he does not., and time is the distance between bis present 
consciousness and the incident of their first meeting. 
When sbe drifts toward him (p. 63), she drifts across the 
gap of memory and time. Marcher, however, does not yet 
see her perfectly because his light is imperfect. 
While water imagery may represent memory or conscious~ 
ness, water also represents the passing of time. These 
-- -- --------·······-----·--------- ·- · -1-ines, for example, which May speaks in an attempt to fill 
Marcher in on the missing details of their past, suggest 
the combined elements of time~ space~ history and memory: 
"The incident of the thunderstorm that had raged round 
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-t6elll Wftb · SUCb ·· violence as to drive them for l'efuge into 
·•n excavation~~this incident had_not occurred at the 
Palace or the Caesars, but at Pompeii, on an o.ccasion wben 
they bad been·present there at an important .find" (p. 65). 
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· The thunderstorm driving tbem into tbe excavation was an 
.. 
' ~ 
.. ·incident of ~anger and romance, an incident which Marcher, 
mysteriously bas forgotten. · This .occasion in the past, 
· bowever.0 was of arcbeological, historic.al interesta Some-
one was uncovering at Pompeii the artifacts which would 
later serve as proo.fs of a forgotten lif_e. No artifacts 
remind Marcher and May of' their past. They wait 0 as to 
see if a memory o~ two more wouldn't again breathe on 
them." ·( p. 65). MeJJJ.ory· is allied to the boat image as a . ,· 
/' 
' •' 
• 
$ 
; 
light air, a breeze, which brings their separate boats 
together. 
Marcher considers himself' a ,gallant capable of love, 
II but he is not. Sorrento had provided opportunity for 
I 
romance, but Marcher failed to take advantage of the op-
portunity • He wishes he could bave Hsaved her from a 
capsized boat in the Bay" or "recovered her dressing-bag, 
filched from her cab in the streets of Naples by a laz-
zarone with a stiletto" (p. 66). ~here had been danger 
at Sorrento, the danger of the thunderstorm which drove 
them into an excavation. Marche~ :might have prQtected 
May and acted the hero. The circumstance might have pro-
voked their falling in ·1ove. Marcher, however, despises 
--·--------love as too common. · He· considers his danger to be some-
1 _ thing else ( p. 7 3), . and f'eeltfi sare in the company of May 
because she will _.r,iot remind him of any ur si.-aeet speech or 
avowal" (p. 68). When May reminds him of bis confession., 
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even it rather strangely, 
,. to taste sweet· to him" ( p·a 69, italics mine). This vague- · 
ness of suggestion parallels ~he uncerta.inty in Marcher• s 
mind. Before m~mory supplied tbe link and the wind, 
Marcher had reached out in an attempt to connect with her 
"in imagination, as against time". (p. 67). If he were 
;~ 
unsuccessful, he teared, they would "separate for no 
>-0 
. 
-
second or no third chance" (p. 67). Just at the turn, 
however, May, not Marcher, saves tbe situation with ber 
remindersJ and they are once again, figuratively speaking. 
on the Sorrento boat with new possibilities for romantic 
adventure. By bridging the gap or memory, they have \ 
. ' bridged as well the passage of time. 
I; 
Comprising part of° tb e power of the work are the 
suggestio1;1s and associations of tbe word "charm."· All 
the allusions to the ~occult as well as the extra-sensory 
fall unde:t.) th is beading. Harold T. McCarthy considers 
' The Beast in the Jungle a ghost story in the sense that it 
is phantasmagoricalo The supernatural element wh·icb, he 
says, is felt indirectly he calls the phantasm of a fixed 
idea. 154 This aspect of psychological fantasy in James 
has been compa1~sd by Roberta Cornelius. to 11 La Belle Dame 
go 
. . . . . -
. 
. 
·-,---·---------·---·~-.. ------------Sa·ns Merci of Keats. The comparison here is specific, 
.. 
not just that aspects of James•s mood and surface values 
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· 155 are so~etimes called Keatsiane Rather, there are super-
natural suggestions in the nouvelle which, as in the case 
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of Keats• poem, provide their power through suggestion. 
"La Belle Dame" is powezoful because of what is lei't out. 
May Bartram is a failure as a :femme i'atale, unless we con-
sider ber power over Marcher a.fter her death as an ac-
. compli~bment of a spell cast during bezo lifetime, but 
references to May• s partic.ular charm are varied and abun-
dant. She is re:ferred to in section I as an i~ortant 
1' 
part o~ tbe charm or Weatberend, the ancient house where 
she, figuratively speaking, points out "the favorite haunts 
of the ghost" ( p. 63). Part of tbe charm of Weatbezoend,' 
of course, is its art objects, the vital zoeminders of a 
dead past. The cham is also 11 in tbe way the autumn day 
looked into the high windows as it waned; tbe way the red 
light, breaking at the close from under a low sombre sky, 
reached out in a long shaft and played over old wainscoya, 
old tapestry, old gold, old colour. It was most of all 
perhaps in the way sbe came to him as 1:f, since she bad 
been turned on to deal with the simpler sort» he might, 
should he choose to keep tbe whole thing down, just take 
~ her mild attention for a part of her general business" 
(p. 64). May also bas the power to put Mazocher at-ease 
_(p. 70), and·tbia is a rare virtue. 
Besides being part or the oha:rm of Weitberend, May 
communicates with hel' eyes •. In section I their eyes meet··· 
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·in such a way that he pe~ectly believes her (p. 70), and ··----.-- - --------------------·---··· 
May and Mazocber continue to read each otber•s eyes, a 
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. . ··habit which lends itself to tbe mystical atmosph·ere. 
. Robert Gale comments ~James is almost transcendental 
in expressing the idea that eyes reveal the spirit·and 
157 
are organs of ·communicati·on • 
, 
The fire imagery begins in this im.port·ant section of 
background which reopens Marcher's relationship with May • 
Red and gold, the colors of fi~e, represent this relation-
ship. Fire and its light imply insight and kn~wledge. 
May is here spoken of as "turned on, 11 a suggestion of a 
lamp, to deal with the simpler sort. Next, tbe impression 
of her face is compared to the torch of a lamplighter-. 
(p. 64). In one sense, the fire image represents the 
hearth, the poss1b1l1 ty of a home o "A chimney-place" is 
mentioned at the beginning of this passage· (p. 64), end 
T 
is repeated in scene IV. The chimn·ey also reminds the 
reader that there is a human May in addition to tb.e. one 
imaged with allusions to the occult, a May capable of being 
a wife and mother. This human May does not transcend time; 
-abe----gPGWS old (p. 63). 
·-Sec ti on II develops the· themes· of mutability, fatal-
ism, and fear. Tbe "ancient lady her great aunt" bas 
finally-died, and Marcher, in his self-conscious aet to 
be, with the ~ne person who knew, easy and natural, "wrote 
., 
_ _____,. _____ ., pleas_antly_ tb_at_ perhaps the great ~hi~g he had so long 
.. 
l , 
''I 
felt is in the lap of tbe gods 99 ( Po 80) was her acquiring 
a house in London. . He is sure that his fate is in the . 
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. ·lap of t.be gods, but he exaggerates bis ·evaluation of ber 
good t~rtuneo Prior to this, May and Marcher had con-
tinued to meet at Weatherend, the art gallery, ·and the 
Kensington Museum, wbere, among reminders of Italy, they 
atte3pted to recover their youth (po 76)o May•s knowl-
edge is call~d a goodly bond between them (p. 75), and 
this reiterates the 11 thread" and "the link" of section I. 
The second meeting at Weatberend 1s now a part of tbe 
past, a moment in history when something in the more dis-
tant past had been recov·ered: "that recovery, tbe fil'st 
--day at Weatberend, bad served its purpose well, bad given 
them quite enough; so that they were, to Marcher's sense, 
no longer hovering about the headwaters of their stream, 
but had felt their boat pushed sbarply off and down the 
,, 
currentn (p. 76). They are now arloat together, and the 
· cause is the buried treasure of ber knowledge which he 
erroneously credits himself as having brought to light, 
Tb1s·1mage is a more explicit expansion of the incident 
C at Pompeii where there had been buried treasure and an 
· important "find." Until memory supplies the wind., May and·t 
Marcher seem to be in dif~erent boats. · Wben memory sup-. 
plies a link as well as a breeze (p. 76), it connects-
their two lives and sets them adrift together. 
To Marcher, .the cause of their being adrift.together 
' is the buried, treasure of her knowledge (p. 76). He had 
, plan:ted the treasure; .. -be had dug it But I ,- by up. only rare ,, 
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....... ·; iuok bad-be .found so fortunate a biding place for his 
treasure, and only by. rare luck had be stumbled upon the 
hiding place. A-mysterious fate bad opened his mouth 
betimes 1E, spite. of him. His rela·tionsbip with her simply 
exist;ed (p. 79). Marcher is fatalistic also about the 
form this friendship shall take. He ,dwells upon uthe 
sweetness, the comfort, as he felt, for the future, that 
this accident itself had helped to keep_ :fresh" (p. 77, 
.. italics mine)o "Sweetness and comfort .for the future 
"sounds like some plan for a home, but Marcher considers 
her knowledge of himself as sufficiently sweet. He uses 
as an excuse for not marrying the uncertainty and danger 
of the spring of the beast, and since this danger is noth-
ing be can ask a woman to share, marriage is automatically 
out of the question. One is certainly led to wonder what 
woman in her righ-t mind would want to marry someone whose 
logic is so strange, and the temptation is to conclude 
that the story is about two utter eccentrics. But accord-
ing to James, marriage really is beside the point,· and 
Marcher• s objection t·o marriage illustrates the charac-
ter• a misunderstandingo James is advocating that Marcher 
' ,· 
. ·- - . --- -•---·----~-.-- ----,:----- . 
.,,,- . 
. love May with an ldcaal love from which acts of love and ... ---------· .. 
marriage itself' would come as a natural conclusion that 
. 
. doesni t need talking about. Although be wants May to - ---- - · 
watch with him, he will not marry since.marriage conflicts 
wi tb his idea ot'--masculine adventure. At the idea of 
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marriage, Marcher shifts bis concept of w·aiting for tbe 
Beast trom·"a watch" to ·"a hunt" (p. 79). His bunting, 
however, is again purely psychological. He invents the· 
' idea as an excuse because, mistrusting people as he does, 
be cannot becoms involved emotionally with anyone. May 
goes on the bunt despite his rationalizations about mar-
riage. In a sens·e, Marcher provides the fo:fCbm of marriage 
without the love. He considered marriage an unseltisb 
rorm which he must. forego because of the prior claim of 
the Beast. Ironically, their habits have the appe_arance 
.or- a marriage. 
·-· Marcher confuses other forms with unselrisbness. He 
establishes the tradition of giving May small gifts to 
guarantee himself that he hasn't become selfish. He con-· 
aiders his quiet civility a generous gesture by which he 
doesn't forc,e society to know a haunted man (p. 78). 
The Beast imagery continues fn section II. May is 
called his 11 kind wise keeper" (p. 81); a 11 stranger could 
. , 
overbear their conversation wi tbout pricking up bis ears ~11 
and society is, to Marcher's mind, luckily unintelligent 
(p. 83). 
His premonition Marcher figures as a Beast, his dis-
tinction as an oddity, a bump on one's back (pe 79). The 
Beast or the "real- tru·th 11 about Marcher takes tbe form of' 
a water monster. As they travel together, consciousness, · 
in addition to time, becomes the water or fluid elemen~l58 5 
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in·· Wbicb "the real truth was equally liable at any momen.t 
to rise to the surfAce" ( p. 83). 
Section II continues to establish tbe two Mays, the 
human and the occult. As woman, .flesh and blood, May bas 
experienced the fatuity of youth (p. 76)o Now she tells 
Marcher she is bis "dull woman, a part of the daily bread 
for which you pray at church. As part of bis daily bread, 
· May fills the role of female companion. I.n performing 
her role, May adopts Marcher's forms (pp. Bo, 82). She 
"disposes his concealing veil in the right folds" (p. 81)
1 
and shares his mask (p. 82). :,, She also assumes his detach-
.,. 
ment, and the truth about herself, the fact that she is 
growing old and that she cannot confess any deSire of her 
own to Marcher becomes "a false account of herself'" ( p. -... 
82). Their habit of being together bas provided them a 
mutual f~ont (p. 84). 
Marcher now feels as much at home in ber house as be 
would if it were his own: he 
bad turned once more about the 11 ttle drawtDg;;;;-
room to which, year after year, he brought his 
inevitable topic; in which he had, as he might 
have said, tasted their intimate community with 
every sauce, where every object was as f'amiliar T~ 
·- to him as the things of his own house afld the 
very carpe,ts were worn with his fitful walk 
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1 
very 111Ucb as·· the desks i~ old counting-ho.uses 
are worn by the elbows of ge~erations of clerks. 
, . 
t ----
The generations of his nervous moods bad been at 
work tbere 9 and the place was tbe written history 
of his whole middle life ( p. 86) • 
Of course, both May and Marcher are growing old, and to 
~vidence this, the scene of section II takes place on her 
birthday "at a season of thick :fog and general outward 
gloom" (p. 83). 
In contrast, the occult May has the power to keep 
their rel.ationsbip almost :fresh (p. 83), a reference to 
her figuratively representing youth as opposed to March-
er•s prosaic staleness. She looks to Marcher, after she 
has measured his life f:rom her special vantage point, ''as 
if, unexpectedly to her, he had crossed some mystic line 
that sbe bad secretly .drawn round her" (p. 89), 
May realizes the barraenness of' their relationship, 
but since sbe cannot tell Marcher, she must keep a secret \ 
Which becomes indeed 11 tbe real trutb. 11 The deterministic 
words continue as Marcher is destined to become aware that 
- ·-----------·-·-··-- ·- ·-~,-.. ....... ___ .. _ ···-
sbe knows something and that she is judging his lif'e (p. 
80). In the birthday scene 9 Marcher once more confronts 
May with his egotistical cone ern :for her best in_terest, 
&hd once more his !'atalis:m becomes the topic of' conversa-
tion: Marcher asks,· 
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"only doesn't it sometimes come to you as time 
goes on tbat your curiosity isn't -~eing partic-
ularly repaid?" 
May Bartram had a pause, "Do you ask that~ ~ 
by any chance, because you feel at all that 
yours isn't?- I mean because you have to wait 
so long. 11 
/ Ob be understood what she meantl • • • / 
"No ••• It isn't a matter as to ~hicb I can 
cboose 6 I can decide for a change. -It isn't 
one as to which there can be a change. It's in 
the lap of tbe gods. One's in the hands of 
one's law--there one is. As.to the form the 
law will take, the way it will operate, that's 
its own affair" (p. 85). 
/ 
' The question arises again,. of Marcher's fear,, and the 
>, 
.. prospect of :fear makes Marcher a.fraid; be is afraid to 
think of being afraid, for sucb thought would force him 
' · .. 
to face the truth about himself~ May remarks, "there 'have 
been days when we have thought almost anything. 11 -
":Everything. Ohl Marcher softly groaned as with 
' .. 
-
F 
a gasp, half-spent, at the face, more uncovered 
just then than it bad been· for a long while,- of 
the imagination always with them. It had always 
had its 1ncalculable9 moments of glaring out, quite 
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as with tbe very eyes of.' the ve'l!'f Beast, and, 
· · Used as be was to them, they could still draw 
from him tbe tribute of a sigh that I"Ose from 
the depths of.' his being. All they had thought, 
first and last, rolled over him;159 the past 
seemed to have been reduced to mere barren 
speculation. This in fact was what the place 
bad just strtick him as so full of--the simpli-
I 
f.'ication of ev~rytbing, but the state of sus-
\ 
I pense. That re~ained only by seeming to hang 
'. 
in the void surro'tmding it. Even his original 
tear, if fear it h,$.d been, had lost itsel.f in 
\ 
\ 
the desert (p. 87)~ 1 
! . 
. ' 
The personification of im~gination is very inte!'esting, 
I 
for it indeed suggests that there are two Beasts and that 
the Beast of.' Marcher• s imagination is not· the very Beast. 
The t'ea!' is active, and the consciousness is again com-
\ 
I 
pa!'ed to water. The past is presented as lacktng concrete 
reality, and all that remains is suspended in the void of.' 
Marcher's spiritual desert (p. 87) • 
. / 
The atmosphere of the autumn !'og in section II depp-
, .. 
ens in section III into evening and darkness. Atmospheric 
--
. suggest 1 on s parallel Marcher's ignorance and petty .fear. 
. ' 
Marcher keeps up !'orms and appearances in 11 his conscious-
ness 6:f the importance of not being selfish" he takes May 
to the opera so that she will have more than "one sort of.' 
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food ·ror ber mind n ( p •. 90) • · Marc her I s favorite pas time 
and food· is still musing about his fate, and May c~n-
tinues to watch with him. Fulfilling her.human.role, 
·she serves bim 11 ttle suppers ( p. 90) and gives herself 
and her feminine intuition--garden variety--to Marcher's 
~- case (p. 93). 
•. I 
. -One of· Marcher• s many fears is the thought that May 
might not be saved from wrong appearances, and she answers 
that he "covers her tracks," a refer~nce to the bunt ind 
to the disguise, by providing an escort for ber, by going 
through the form: "If' you've bad your woman I 1 ve had," 
she says, 11my man'' (·p. 91). In failing to provide the. 
love in addition to the form, Marcher is again not very 
difrerent from the ordinary human type he both ~ears and 
despises. 
• /) Marche~. now sees May's function as part of his dis-,. 
guise. This touches him, since his disguise is a very 
valuable part of bis psychological_ apparatus. He praises 
her as kind and beautiful and, always careful to balance 
the scales, wants to know bow be can ever repay her. The 
screw turns once more as May answers with the reply al-
\ ready in the mind of the reader, "by going on as you 
are" ( p • 9 2 ) • 
After this conversation,· they avoid,talk of the suo-ject. The avoidance becomes a depth of conscibusness 
, ___ ... -- bridged over by the ff'orm of tbeir i'riends.hip: 
·; ..... 
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It was into this going· on as -be was that tbey 
relapsed, and really for so long .a time that th_e 
_day inevitably came for a rurther sounding of 
their depths. These depths, constantly bridged 
over by a structure fil'm enough in spite of its 
lightness and of its occasional oscillation in 
~ 
_ the somewhat vertiginous air, invited on occasion~ -
in the interest o~ their nerves, a dropping of 
the plummet and a measurement of the abyss (p. 92). 
This passage illustrates the quality of movement in much 
o~ the imagery; a bridge sways in the circling currents 
or air, and in contrast, a plummet drops to measure the 
depths of thought. References to ideas dropping or being 
.. 
·pulled up, the Bea~t surfacing, tbe wind-up of a conversa-
tion suggest vertical movement. Some images are static 
or suspended, such as the bridge. In the atmosphere or 
suspended imagery are the floating and the circling images. 
The former are primarily directionless and suggest mean-
·1ngless fate. Sometimes this suggestion of fate requires 
the image to· move in the direction of positive values--
toward May as the representative of love, life, and knowl-
' 160 edge, '£or example. Somet1mes·1t moves in reverse 
toward negative values, selfishness, death, superstition. 
Tbe image may permit the protagonist a limited opportunity 
to "guide his own boato 111 Marcher, for example, in con-
sidering a new idea, circles round it (p. 93). 'His 
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circling" .is botb a suggestion ot suspens~on and or · 1m: 
_ perfect kno:wledge •. 
The most convincing evidence of May' s mortal human! ty 
is her dark announcement that she is sick, that she rears 
"a deep ·disorder in her blood" (p. 94). Marcher is more 
aware by now of May's superior knowledge, and a new idea 
frightens him, the idea of losing her. He begins to 
imagine disasters (p. 94), and wonders if the great ac-
cident will be "nothing more" than "seeing this charming 
woman, this admirable friend,·pass away from him" (p. 95). 
----He wonders if this might be tbe answer to bis riddle, a ~ 
word anticipating section IV, where the occult May is 
• 
called a sphinx in possession of the answer to Marcher's 
riddle. In section III Ma~cher wonders if she might not 
have some 11mystical irresistible light"; nit would quite 
lacerate her to have to give up before the accomplishment 
of the vision" ( p. 94). 
. J 
Time lapses, end Marcher is surp~ised once more to ,r 
' 
notice his rriend is older: "His surprises began here; 
when once they bad begun they multiplied; they came rather 
with a rush: 1 t was as if, in the oddest way in the world, 
they had all been kept back, sown in a thick cluster, ror 
the late arternoon or lire, a time at which for people in_ 
general the unexpected bas died out" (p. 95). This har-
vest or.surprises is reminiscent of Marcher's earlie~ 
thought that their past could- not produce very much. He 
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now becomes conscious of time· running·out,.and his tear 
takes another turn. He is not_ only arraid that his great 
'thing is insignificant, he is more afraid than ever that 
. . be· is within the vicinity of the Beast, wit.bin the realm 
of possibilityo This Beast Marcher suspects, however, is 
J 
. "' . 
the illusory fear of his own making. Marcher is definitely 
,•, 
on tbe wrong track, a~d the imagery now:}moves more defi-
nitely in the negative direction. While worrying about 
what was going to be, Marcher rejects the possibilities of 
the present and seals bis doom for the future. All of the 
considerations which reside in this realm of possibility 
are ~hrouded in vagueness. The tone here is kept somber 
and dark; bis obsession is descl'ibed as "tb_e great vague-
ness casting the long shadow" (p. 97); he wakes up to the 
sense of being stale and to the possibility that he and 
"the great vagueness are subject to the same laws; that 
l 
if he grows stale, the obsession also may evaporate, dis-
appear. He wants his fate to be decently proportionate 
., 
to the postures be has kept all his life. The thing hap-. 
pening to him must be spectacular, uncommon: "He had but 
Qne de~ire left--that he shouldn't have been sold"- (p. 97}. 
Marcher wbo doesn I t trust peo:ple, doesn't trust· the ·gods 
either. He suspects them of cheating him out of bis self-
~~ contained idea o:f bis own fate. His conscious thought . 
I runs in this negative direction ot suspicion and fear 
until well after tbe death or May • 
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The atmosphere · of light and s,/pring· f'orm the imp9I'tant 
· background :for scene IV in which ·the passing of time, the 
lost opportunity to love, and the wasted virginity of May 
- . 
. 
are all reflected in the.exquisite composition of one 
sentence:. "she was pr~sented to him in that long fresh 
light of waning April days which affects us often with a 
sadness sharpe:!;> than the grayest bou:rs of autumn" ( p. 98). 
May presents herself to him "all draped and all soft" 
(p. 103). She almost seems to recover her yquth. The 
• 
hearth and May• s young look represent the home that might 
have been, a motif repeated in Marcher's "standing by the 
chimney-piece, fireless and sparely adorned" (p. 105). 
The hearth is a detail which, like the reference to autumn, 
. brings to mind section I when they spoke alone in a ~m 
? "remarkable :for a fine port~ai t over the chimney-place'' 
(p. 64). The fir~less hearth emphasizes the coldness, 
emptiness, and futility of the future for Marcher once he . 
misses bis last chance to love May. Fire and light as 
opposed to cold and dark suggest· tbe qualities of' their 
. relationship by paralleling· the qualities or May and 
Marcher. Fire and light represent May's conscious knowl-
edge and ultimately that or Marcher arter his transrorma~ 
tion. Cold and dark represent Marcher's unconscious 
ig~orance until bis moment of revelation.r, 
May is here compa1?,)ed to a sphinx and a lily (p. 98). 
She is similar to tl:Je classic sphinx in-that she knows the 
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s-ecret of Marcher• s lite whicb he calls his riddle. Also, 
tbe· clasAic sphinx is associated by the riddle with the 
passage of time. Like tbe sphinx, May is enigmatic., mys-
ter1ous9 smiling, alluring, and feminine. · She communicates 
with him as across some gulf;-tbe answer to th~ir question 
"swam into her ken" (p. 99) her eyes are beautiful with a 
·· strange, cold light. ( p. 100). May is ".frail, and ancient, 
... 
and charming." The cold charm in her eyes spreads to the 
rest of her person (p. 103). Her charm as woman and 
superior being is conveyed in these lines: "It had become 
suddenly, from her movement and attitude, beautiful and 
--- ----------- - ------~---
vivid t_o him that she had something more to give h'im; her 
wasted face delicately shone with it--it glittered almost 
~a with tbe white lustre of silver in her expression. She 
•-? ct< 
was right, incontestably, for what he saw in her face was 
the truth, and strangely, without consequence, while their, 
a 
talk of it as dreadful was still in the air, she appeared 
to present 1 t [the Beasg as inordinately soft" ( p. io6). 
The implication is plain that May is Marcher's opportunity. 
At the end or· section III Marcher considered that 
"since it was in time that he was to have met his fate, 
so 1 t was in time that his fate was to have acted" (p. 
96). The Beast does spring in section IV, but MarcheP-
1s not aware of it. When May presents· herself to Marcher 
. (p. 103}, she gives him his last chance to love her~ The 
.. 
. Beast springs when Marcher misses bis chance. The time of 
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the Beas·t is marked by "a small perfect old French cloc~• 
-On tbe fireless chimney pieceo Marcher just stands, self~ . . 
·~· 
centered and passive. He fails to respond with any human 
atfectionD and May rings her bell to signal the maid that 
she is sick. The bell l'esounds symb·olic·ally that the most 
significant stroke of fate has occurred in time. The 
striking of the bell indicates tbat May's death is im-
minent and that Marcher, as a ~an, has been a failure. 
The maid, not Marc.her, puts her arms around tbe sick 
woman. May's illness separates May from Marcher for a ( 
w~ile and leaves the insensitive Marcher "odiously im-
patient" and nsupremely disconcerted" (p. 107). 
· May in section Vis too ill to see Marcher. During 
this time· be wanders alone·and miserable. He does not 
want to lose May, but still rears that his ,rate is noth-
ing more than this common doom (p. 108). She "keeps him 
a·11ttle while at bay" (p. 109). This suggestion or a 
straining dog ironically ascribes to Marcher an-unchar-
acteristic aggressiveness. When he finally sees ber, 
however, he only speaks of the scant service left 11 1n the 
gentleness of her mer~ desire" (p. 109). Marcher's ego, 
as James continues to turn' the screw, becomes increasingly 
,(1' 
monstrous with every twist. Marcher only exploits her 
patience and indulgence fo~ ,bis own ends._ In their last 
conversation May, while speaking with the straightness of 
. ,• 
a sibyl, also speaks with II tbe softness almost of a sick a 
r, rl 
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child'' (p. 110). No matter bow great her wisdom and 
magnanimity, she 'succumbs .to sickness, something sibyls 
never do, and her illness forces her to abandon bis case. 
11He had no vision of her attertrard which was anything but 
darkness and doom. They had parted for ever in tbat 
strange talk" (p. 114). Tbe boats which came together 
in section I now separate for good. 
Section Vis an intensely dark section since.May, the 
repr~sentative of light, dies. Marcher, in his frenzy, 
continues to look ~or the Beast, not knowing ·that he is 
looking ror the human relationship he can no longer have. 
- Marcher wades through the beaten grass of his jungle~ 
(p. 116), but May is lying in the wilderness of tombs 
(p. 118). The desolation of section V anticipates and 
161 oversbadot'1S Eliot I s The Wasteland. 11 Marcher• s sepa-v 
ration rrom his source or reality is spiritual hell, dark-
ness, doom, resembling the "abrupt cessation of music" 
(p. 116}. The abrupt ce~:.sation., the negative and empty, 
suggests again the void and the abyss. 
- - --·--·--·-------------------- --·- ----------- -··-- --
u The consciousness Marcher seeks is the knowledge of 
what the Beast had been, what May knew about him. He 
worries after her death, not about his future, but ratber 
about what has happ,ened to him that she knew and that he 
did not. Something of th-is sort was on his mind when be 
declared to her in scene IV, "I'm only a.f:raid of ignorance 
today--I'm not a:fraid o:f knowledge" (p. 102). Marcher's 
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:idea ot consciousness 1s· that Qf everyman ·who, smugly 
satisfied witb himself, could not live -with the real truth 
should he know ite Marcher still seeks atter knowledge, · 
not realizing that genuine knowledge is very painrul. 
Wben Marcher swears to himself that he will iiin back 
"the lost stuff ot consciousness" or "have done with con-
sciousness forever" ( po 117)., the reader knows that Marcher 
bas never had real consciousness and that he aoesn't reallJ 
know what be is asking. Marcher seeks for the knowledge 
May had, the opportunity to know which he lost when he 
lost her, through death, as revealer. He then goes on a 
frantic search for this knowledge as a "f'ather would seek 
·a lost or stolen child" (p. 117), and this image is ap-
propriate. The know1edge which May had is the fruit of 
their relationship, and figuring ber knowledge as March-
er's child is almost a metaphysical conceit. Since 
Marcher considered himselr strange and distorted, May's 
knowledge of Marcber is monstrous; and since their re-
lationship was strangely negative, the lmowledg~ is pain-
, 
ful and· ugly~ .... May knows tbe nature of this knowledge and 
wants to conceal from Marcher the u.gly truth stemming from 
their relationship. When Marcher finally realizes bis 
error, he bas seen the child, and in seeing the cbild, 
.. , 
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'b.~c ba.s ... seen __ .himself also. 
Marcbe.r• s ignoran.ce is also re.fleeted in his f'eeling 
cheated of sympathy at May• s death, ·at bis sense of the 
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-" -'unfairness of. bis having ''no producible claim" that sh~ .. ,----,--_' 
.· bad been e "feature of features" in bis life ( p. 115). 
Marcher ands his life as his jou·rney -began: with no bis~ 
torical record of any past. But now he must live in the 
-past since he is convinced his fate has happened. May's 
tomb, tberefore, must serve as the bisto~ical proof of 
his existence o The tomb and the graveyard replace ·1n the. 
last two sections the historical setting provided in the 
:first two parts by Weatherend and the Kensington Mu·seum. 
May's tomb must serve as a reminder, a ring, and a record. -
~ Since the tomb will not reveal May's knowledge, 
Marcher travels East in search of trutbo. The Eas~. repre-
sents ancient wisdom and knowledge, timelessness and 
enlightenxnento But Marcher discovers in his journey that 
ligbt 9 life, knowledge, and romance'-were, for him, only 
to be found in the lire of May Bartram. The Orient with, 
all its monuments of past history has no light comforting 
enough for Marcher who bas valued tbe rich hues or a deep-
ening twilight that soothed, "coloured: and re.fined."· 
·· · Marcher likes his dim cemetery where no one recognizes 
------him and where he can, live in his past. By returning to 
- the grave of: someone who had considered him wonderful., · --
·------- ··-----·--.-----
_b.~ retreats_- into another daydreamo He had- been wonderful 
-
----- -- ------
-{ 
- · £or himself, ! yet be returns -to :the grave of the one person 
who knew his distinction. /-
sbare:r in this distinction. 
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May was more than a se~ret 
Sbe alone knew what the 
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d_ist1nct1on was,, and with ber death the distincti:on also 
died. She literally becomes tbe buried treasure of bis " 
knowledge. This self-centered pity and absorption occurs 
.. in section six in evidence that Marcher has not changed 
any since he recognized his secret sharer in section one 
as 11 the only other person in the world tiho i-1ould have 1 t, 
and she bad had it all tbase yearsu (p. 70). In a sense, 
tbererore, May is a projection of Marcher's imagination. 
That is, there is Marcher's idea or a May designed to 
serve his psychological appetite. This projected May is 
_ comparable to tbe Beast Marcher imagines as constituting 
bis doom. But Marcher's projected May is not the real 
"'~ May any more than his concept of the Beast is the real 
· Beast. 
r 
Marcher's return to the grave of May prepared tbe 
way for his full discovery of the truth, ahd because the 
journey is symbolical o~ the ~ull scope of Marcher's 
journey of life, the goal of which is ultimate realiza-
tion, tee light imagery si,-1ells in repetition. "The state 
of mind in which be bad 11,,r,ed !'or so many years shone out 
.. · ·" ' . S-te him, in reflexion, as a light tba t coloured and 're-
fined, _a light beside which the glow of tbe East was 
garish. cheap and thin" (p. 119, italics mine). Tbe 11gh_t 
imagery is not repeated again until a page and a year 
elapse and Marcher comes to new knot"'.fledge on tbe brink ot 
bi~ final realization. During this year he lives in his 
~ 
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pas~ with the illusion tb~t in the past he had been some-
thing, bad·had something. His distinction-in life had 
been their watch together, the knowledge of the Beast, a 
knowledge sbe had in perfection since she could view the 
~-source from a more perfect vantage pointe The light which 
1 May has is knowledge of Marcher and reflects back to 
Marcher. Only through this reflect1.on from her does 
Marcher have knowledge of himself. Sbe shed a glimmer of light, light from him and of him, in her life and through 
her life, but only by the merest chance does the full 
effulgence of ligh~ come to him on an autumn day and put 
11 the matcb to the train laid .from of old by his misery" (p. 122, italics mine). The word 11 ligbtu is used here, 
1/.: 
as in section I, as knowledge. In section I the face of 
May operated like the torch or a lamplighter~ now the face 
of a stranger, the ficelle, strikes the match by showing 
,(J~ ~\ 
-, "/ on his face the misery of' his loss. Ironically, the final 
.. 
revelation is violent: the expression on the stranger's 
face is "like the cut of a blade" (p. 122), and with sight 
of this expression Marcber 9 s ache which bad been sup-
pressed, rationalized, Hstrangely drugged" begins to bleed (p. 122). The narrator suggests that this final revela-
tion is by .merest chance, but the reader understands that be is ironically mimicking Marcher's superstitious belief 
in ch~nce, and the reader knows that such superstition is 
consistent with Marcher's belier in fate and inevitability. 
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What makes the revelation inevitable is the nature and 
charae.ter of tfie cemetery, tbe fact that the ucommon doom" 
resides tbere. 162 Marcher cannot haunt the cemetery with-
out sooner or later being confronted with the misery or 
humanity, a misery based not on lost ego or lost sexual 
experience, but on the loss of someone loved. Here again 
i·s the power of facial expressi~n to communicate knowl-
edge, but there is no clear description of exactly bow 
the man looked. Rather, bis eyes thrust the metaphorical 
dagger sharper than the "lazzarone•s stiletto" (p. 66) or 
a dueling blade of Ma~cber•s romantic imagination. Had 
.. the man at the grave been someone of social distinction~ 
Marcher's imagination would have gathered this distinction 
to himselr and made it part of bis egotistical illusion. 
___ Instead., Marcher• s illusion, the evil spell, is broken 
forever. His coming out -of the spell is to :race the fact 
that he was nothing in his lire because be gave nothing 
in life. The blow of this knowledge crushes Marcher. 
"He :rested wi tnout power to move, as if some spr·1ng in 
. l 
him, some spell vouchsafed, bad suddenly been broken for 
ever" (p. 123). Marcher's only reason for living, tbe 
illusion or his past, is destroyed and be experiences a 
-fierce desire to die. The past for Marcher would have 
meant some thing if be, too, -had been deeply ravaged. Tbis 
perception of the stranger's grief overshadows any con-
-siderations of dress or age or class (p~ 122)--in other 
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words,, any temporal considerat_ions •. The ·stranger _leaves, 
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but the raw glare of bis grie.f remaii:is~ This figure, like 
tbe others, is not of literal value •. Certain words which 
have been associated with the Beast are now associated 
with the stranger 9 for the Beast glared and attacked, and· 
now, seemingly comes back in the person ot: the stranger 
to finish what it once started. All of this is highly 
fantastic and terrifyi~ng. Shaken, s·tartled, John Marcher 
~envies the stranger his grief. · Until this point, Marcher 
has despised the "common doom." The grier of the stranger 
. is a glare, a sight or the stranger has set fire to March-
er's· misery, and now, at the apex of Marcher• s revelation, 
the light imagery also reaches a high peak: 11Tbe sight 
that· bad just met his eyes named to him, as in letters 
of quick flame, something he bad utterly, insanely missed, 
and what be had missed made these things a train of' fil'e" 
( p. 124, 1 talics mine). · This new knowledge "f'lared tar 
him as a smoky torch" (p. 125, italics mine). .'!:Notr1 that 
the illumination had begun e .••. it blazed to the zenith"-----~ :~-
I (p. 125, italics mine), and Marcher is left "stupe.ried at 
the blindness he had cherisb~d-.:~.~ The truth glare.s. at him 
that be had never th.ought o~ her "but in the chill ·of his 
egotis~ and the light of her use." (Italics mine) He 
·realizes. tba t the Beast had s-prung ·in the twilight of 
April. "Twiligbtun is the "too late" time o-r Marcher, his 
, 
darkness sufrused with ~be glimmer or truth which May has 
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tor him, -and the "spring11 or leap of the Beast in that 
. 
. Ap:ril twilight is also the "Spring-time" ·or the Beast. In 
such slight pu~s or overlapping of imagery resides the 
surface meaning. This glaring o:f the Beas.t r;,f his past is 
so real to Marcher that he 11 in bis hallucination" flings 
himself in the tomb to avoid it ( p. · 127). There is no 
realistic description in this last section, only imagery 
and psychological reflection.~ The imagery supports the 
revelation of Marcher, the destruction of his ego, the 
transformation of his c~aracter. What is .left for Marcher 
and of Marcher is 11 the order of consciousness," the pain 
and suffering of knowledge which May, in her wisdom, bad 
prayed he- should never know. 
In certain respects Marcher.~s hapless life is like a 
mock epic or a take-off on classical tragedy. Marcher 
considers himself of heroic statu:re, and oblivious t~-~ 
his doom, he ultimately succumbs to bis fate. He speaks 
of what the gods might have in store for him, and tbe 
reader, having tbe advantage of dramatic irony, watches 
Marcher's doom unfold. Marcher incites the wrath of tpe 
laws of life, which he terms "gods," through his contempt 
-for tpe common doom and through his pre~umption that be 
• 
is better·than others. As_in the ageless myths of man 
against the gods, Marcher experiences tbe paradox of doom: 
he had his chance, but one.'s doom "was never baffled" 
. 
· (p. 126). The cause of Marcher's ultimate downfall, his 
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. . unconscious state of blindness and ego:t1·sm, is ·1ngrained 
----~~-in-his p~~sonality; his lack is inherent. In his ulti-
·' 
. , 
-----·-
mate downfall, however, he is redeemed, becomes a con-
scious person with a vital soul, finds what he has been 
looking for in the fate ·he has feared@ The poetic justice 
is of classic proportion, and the almost humorous sarcasm 
of .the narrative voice subsides in the last section to 
· ·allow the reader to fully savor the tragedy, to be emo-
tionally involved. Satire requires objective distance 
between tbe audience and the treatment. At such a dis-
·tance author and audience poke fun at Marcher and bis 
blindness. There is none of this satirical distance at 
the very end. In the last section, the reader experi-
ences empathy ror Marober which must stem from the raot i) 
that, with all of the criticism of Marcher's faults, the 
reader knows he himself is not exempt from spiritual 
blindnesse This ultimate realiiation has been acquired 
gradually by the reader. 
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Chapter III 
Syntax ·and Sound 
l . 
. --- . '• -- ' 
•, ---·--- --...,,_, 
Syntax bears a relation to sound as well as to mean-
ing. English, of course, ·1s a relatively inflexible 
language in which meaning depends on word order. But 
~ounds, too, are achieved through v-1or·d order, and the 
value of poetic prose is the value or sound as symbol. 
The stylist who attempts to achieve sound effect in his 
prose knows that English has a greater flexibility than 
most allow. Aware of more grammatical structures, such 
a stylist can achieve aural effects without sacrificing 
~ meaning. When most successful, the aurally contrived 
'•prose achieves a greater precision through providing 
overtones and desirable ambiguity. Henry James was a 
stylist in this manner, and The Beast in the Jµngle 
exemplifies this aural achievementG The purpose of this 
-
' 
-~ 
"<, rinal portion of discussion is to describe the aural ef-
fects and to explain bow the sound helps to accomplish 
• 
·- - ___ .,....._ ---·· ~--' ------·- . 
' ,. 
·- ·--. ~-- .. -··· ---- ····---~ -···-·- ~-·····'-·--- -·- -- - -- - -
.. the ultimate psychological effect. 
Poetic prose must be read aloud in,order to fully 
... 
appreciate its sound, and reading aloud also helps in 
understanding the more complex grammatical relationships. 
. ,r 
When expression is voiced, erroneous interpretation sounds- ··---···-------·-·n••·····-···-.-j· 
• • • • •• •·• ••·-- ,-n-•- .. ----·--i.-----·--·---·--raulty, and the ~ead-er· is forced to search for understand-
. ing in his attempt to speak words meaningfully. This is , 
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not to say that the passages other than dialogue in The 
Beast are conversationalo Many sentences are much too 
-4>' long for someone untrained in breath control to execute 
correctlyo When read correctly, moreover, the intonation 
should not vary greatly from background to narration. The 
accents should be evenly spaced, and the line should be 
intoned in a way that brings out the duration of sound. ~ 
The tempo of tbe prose does not increase from beginning 
to end, but in more dramatic passages like the :Tinal 
scene, the rhythm becomes more energetic through stronger 
stress and increased ~repetition of imagery. The sentences 
chosen to illust~ate this quality in Tbe Beast in the 
---Jungle must be read and considered in contexta Out of' 
,, context, the sentences i_llustrate certain aspects of 
texture, but no single sentence contains all of the qual-
ities of the fabrice The sentences, however, are con-
trived in a special way, and this difference can be beard. Contrasted to illustrate are the first sentence of Wash-, 
ington Square (1881) and the rirst sentence of The Beast !!! the Jungle: 
/ I I 
/ 
During 
/ 
a portion of the first half of the / I / . /· present century and more particularly during _ 
... ~ --.v . .. _1 .. · ... ·-·-· 
_ I I / / 
_____ ........:-..---~--...... -·---·----···----.. -·--~he :J,.a tter .. part of it,· there · flouris.bed and 
··-·----------- .. · / /. I I/ ~ 
------ practiced in tbe city of New York a physician / 
-/ ~ / 
·:.!,· 
·' who enjoyed perhaps an exceptional share of 
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the consi~era(ion wbi:h, in the ·united Stafes, · 
. ; 
. , bas aiways been bestot-1ed upon distinguis_hed 
, ~ ,;' members of the medical profession. 
. ' 
. / 
. ~ / .. , , What determined the speech that startled him 
. / , ,, ~ in the course of' their encounter scarcely 
·~ ,- , ma'{ters., being probably but some Words ~en 
, / 
,, J?' by himself quite without intention--~en as 
/ ~ ; and al.Qwly moved together after 
~ " their renewal of acquaintance. 
The first sentence is somewhat longer, but length is not 
tbe difference in the sound. Both sentences have a pre-
ponderance of slack syllables and a fair share of liquid 
and sounded consonants. In the second sentence, however, 
a aeries of participiali prepositional, and verb phrases 
rollow the main clause in a pattern of syntax which is 
smoothly rhythmical. The f'irst sentence contains a varied 
assortment o.f phrases and clauses, but no single pattern · 
.. is repeated within the sentence for any aural effect. The 
first sentence is more prosaic and choppy because_ of many 
shorter sounds. The vowels are more often cut ofr by 
stopped consonants and sounded or liquid·consonants shift 
to syllables of shorter duration. In the second sentence,-
tbe stressed syllables are more evenly spaced, and the 
sounded consonants more often occur on syllables which 
... ~. 
are stressed and which contain more lengthy units or 
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-' sound. This spacing of stress is accompani_ed by· periodic 
-~ pauses and produces a slo~, smooth rhythm; the main pur- -
pose and achievement of the first sentence is not effect 
but information. 
Three passages from.An Introduction !Q Poetry by X. 
J. Kennedy are helpful to establish tbe verbal formula-
tion and value of poetic sound. Kennedy warns that sounds 
of words have a close bond to their denotation but not 
always: "Asked by lexicographer Wilfred Funk to nominate 
the most beautiful word in the English language, ·a wit 
163 ·once suggested not sunrise or silvery., but syphilis." 
He also notes that 11by itself, a letter sound has no 
particular meaning. This is a truth forgotten by people 
who would attribute the effectiveness of Milton's lines 
on tbe Heavenly Gates to, say, 1 tbe mellow O's and liquid 
L of harmonious and golden.' Mellow 0 1 s and liquid ~'s 
occur also in tbe phrase 'moldy cold oatmeal,' which.may 
have quite a different effect. 11164 Meaning and sound, it 
,.,., 
... 
may be added, depend on larger unit~ of language than 
single letters or single words. Kennedy also suggests 
that "readfng poems aloud is a way to understand tbem. 165 
Irt accord witb his advice, I bead in this explication the 
./ 
. ---~- -· .. ~- -. -
- .first two warnings and accept the ~bird recommendation • 
The Beast in the .Jungl! has been read on tape to clarify _______________ .. ___________ -- -
verbal relationships and to realize more fully the aur,.;l 
effect. The conclusions arrived at in this section of 
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,discussion·stem from the aural experiment. My markings· 
-. 
on the included text or any additional written explana~ · 
tion will not nec.essarily be convincing. Rather than 
belabor the point with tenuous theorizing or grammatical 
.. 
explication, the tape is supplied to demonstrate tbe 
quality.of sound. 
T·be aesthetic value of' word sounds apart .from meaning 
and connotation is very elusive. If the word "syphilis" 
appeals to the ear but ''moldy cold oatmeal" does not, the 
contrast in sound can have little to do with meaning. If ,., 
the ugly denotation of the first word is suppressed, its 
sound is dactylic, soft, light, and appealing. Forget 
about the ugly experience o~ sitting down to a bowl full 
of the second phrase, and the difficulty of speaking this 
series of vowels and consonants strangely reminds one of 
the subject. "Moles in old meadows" sounds better because 
the heavily stressed syllables are spaced and because the 
long O sound is not immediately stopped by a shift to the 
- long E or the 11 ea" dipthong. 
Ultimately, the sound structure of James•s poetic 
· prose corresponds to the imagistic stl!Ucture, and we have 
\ 
to admit the fut11·1 ty o:f trying to explain all or even 
' . 
· - most of the aural tone apart from· denotation. Connota-
,. tion, however, must be linked to __ .. .,the --~q_~g_ sound as well-· 
a.s to the denotation. Sound has emotional significance, 
and human intellect and emotion belong inseparably to 
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each other. 'one could not explain the emotional e!'tec't 
_o_f __ the~e .lines by Tennyson apart from connotation, and 
the smooth, appropriately sustained rhythm contributes 
to tbe effect: 
Tears, idle tears, I lmow"not what/I they mea·n, 
Tears from the depth of some divine despair 
Rise to the heart, and gather to the eyes, 
In looking on the happy autumn-fields, 
And thinking of the days that are no more. 
Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail, 
That brings our friends up from the underworld, 
Sad as the last which reddens over one 
', 
~That sinks with all we love below the verge 
So sad, so fresh, the days that are no more. 
f Connotative words in these lines are words also used by 
James in The Beast: tears, the depth, eyes, autumn, the 
sail, the twilight. The mood created is similarly mel-
ancholy and s·omber. The burden of time--time past and 
time pass1ng--1nsp1res _the theme and mood of both the 
_lyric· and the nouvelle. "The lyric is composed of repe-
89 
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tition for emphasis, and the bulk_ of de scri~p'tive evidence-~---··· ... -.-~-
rhythmically follows the described subject. The beat is 
spa~ed and sustained. These quali~-~~-~ ~_Q_,_e_n_ti_al.ly com---··-····----------------·--·------------~-- -
-· ·-------- --------prise t
1be poetic texture of The Beast. 
The first sentence of the story, as bas been shown, {ri 
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establishes the basic rhythm of tbe background. .There is 
a preponderance of unaccented syllables, the sentence ends 
on a slack syllable, and~the accents are spaced with the 
same approximate vowel duration between the stresses. 
Two accents in succession toward the middle of' the sentence 
0 occur in vowels of long duration and give the sentence the 
impetus it needs to move without monotony. The slack 
syllables and the slight accents afford.contrast ror ·, 
special emphasis of accented words. Stronger accents fall 
on more important words. Tbe repetition of n s poken11 and 
"slowly" provide~ alliteration and assonance. Allitera-
tion of Sand L adds smoothness. The efrect is slow, 
soft, vague, appropriate to the oblique meaning. In the 
text and in the following illustrations, I underline words 
of longer duration. The strong accents in sentence two 
fall on the important pronouns "he" and "she" without 
" interrupting the rhythmic pattern: 11He had been conll,Jed ~ / / ~ ~ by friends an hour or two be.fore to .the house at which 
, , 
.,, I' ~ W was staying; the party of visitors at the other 
,, ,, . ' / I? .. ·· / house, of whom!}§_ was Qpe, and thanks to whom it was his 
. I' vi' II' theory, as always, that be was 
~ ~ , been invited over to luncheon" 
CJ 
/ 4' lost in the~, bad 
{p. 61). Sentence three, 
a particul~rly long sentence, sustains the cadence through 
the rhythmic parallel or three double accents similar iri 
- function to tbe double accents of' sentence one: ''. • • 
/ / / , and the ~x:~at :caoms were so flJimf'rous that guests could 
• C ---· 
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/ , / I ~ / 
w;ander at their will, bang beck from the principal .il'PJap 
;, ; 
. "' ~ and in cases where they ·took such matters with the last 
~ ~ " (ff> . ,. " ~ seriousness give themselves up to mysterious apprecia-
tions and me~~urements. n ".~t~ ~J1!£g,~ ~ 91 11gp~j; W.J!li," 
/ / 
".beIJg back, 11 are three sets of double accents o The two 
" 
accents in 111a:t se~iousness 11 do not have quite the same 
effect since the second syllable is not as long. The 
initial and internal alliteration o:f sentence t'i ve empl1a-
sizes the parallel v~rbs and makes the sentence euphonious 
and memorable. Also evident in this first passage of 
background is James•s habit of picking up a memorable 
[,( phrase in the predicate ( "dream of acquis! tiont~) and 
making it the subject of the next sentence. This repe-
tition, while providing coherence, maintai·ns tbe pattern 
of stress. "Reminder" and "remembrance" in sentence 
• 
eight (p. 62) are parallel and doubly alliterated, as are 
"mingled" and "melted" of sentence i'i ve. 
In the following sentence numbered 18 (p. 64) there 
/ is a pre~onderance of stressed syllables,_but again the 
stressed sounds are long a·nd maintain the slow smoot·h . 
cadence: 
~ , / / ~ 11 It was in the lXPY the ·autumn d.ay looked into 
I "' / . , / the bjg,b windows as it waned; the way the .I!ed 
--,----..;:,----~-- ----- I / , ,t1: I l1gnt, breaking at the close from under a low 
~~~tre , ~ ~ " ; ~, r~acbed out· in a _ _iOllg ~bgt and 
/ 
'played over 
I , .1 II I 
gl.'1 liMiJlacots, gJ.4 tapesty, g1'1 
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·The line is rich in alliteration and assonance. It is one 
of the slowest and most effective sentences in this ar~ 
rangement of fine sentences. Once more the descriptive 
phrases follow the main clause; Eight long O's, six long ,, 
A's, and three long I sounds a~e followed by either liquid 
or silent consonants. , Initial and internal alliteration 
of W --and N in "windows,", "waned," and "wainscots"; "way" 
repeated in para~lel structure, twelve L sounds and multi-
ple U1 s and R•s·make this a very musical sentence, and tbe 
music contributes part of tbe connotation of sunset and 
twilight, the melancholy emotion of .time passing. If 
sounds alone created this emotion, the composition could 
be called a tone poem. Since the sounds of words create 
the emotion, the composition is more accurately called 
a prose poem. What the two compositions have in common 
is the symbolism of sound. 
William Butler Yeats in "Tbe Symbolism of Poetry" 
G 
calls the emotion evoke~ from such lines "the indefinable 
symbolism which is the substance $of all style. There are ., 
no lines with more melaricboly beauty than these by Burns:--
The white moon is setting behind the white wave, 
And __ Time is setting with me, 01 
.-
·, 
and these lines are perfectly symbol1Ca1. 11 l66 This mel-
ancboly beauty Yeats attributes to the special arrang~ments 
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-ot colors,-· sounds, and forms. Colors, sounds, form--all 
musical.relationships evoke emotions and such a musical 
relationship exists in the arrangement of each literary 
· 167 work of art. In poetic prose the imagistic patterns, 
sentence patterns., patterns of paragraphs and pages form 
- a single organic rhythmo Yeats· would say that this or-
ganic rhythm brings the mind to the threshold of sleep 
where th• world of dreams is close to the surface of con-
sciousness. 
·1r certain sensitive persons listen persistently 
on the monotonous rlasbing of a light, they fall 
into the hypnotic trance; and rhythm is but the 
ticking of a watch made softer-;-: that one must 
..... ·- -· '~ . 
'\ 
needs listen, and various, that one may not be 
swept beyond memory or grow weary of listening; 
while the patterns of the artist are but the mo-
notonous flash woven to take the eyes in a 
subtler enchantment •••• 168 I think that in 
th~ making and in the understanding of a work 
of art, and the more easily if it is. full of 
patterns and symbols and music, we. are lured to 
the threshold of sle~pj and it may be far be-
yond it, without knowing that we have ever set 
169 01:1r feet upon the steps of horn or of ivory •. 
'\ 
Yeats credits the rhythm of P.oetio ·writing with condition-
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ing 'the mind to receive the· imperceptible connotationB of 
the imagery. This ideal rhythm is to be hypnotic; it 
should cast a spell but not put the reader to sleep. The 
Beast in the Jungle has such a rhythmic pattern, a slow, 
steady cadence varied enougb 9 but not too much. 
. ' 
The rhythm is maintained even throughout the passages 
of dialogue, and the sound is not dependent on the pattern 
or imagery wbioh is more intellectual and less sensuous. 
than tbe preferred sentenrie eighteen. It .is dependent on 
parallel structure and repetition of key words, a repeti-
tion often divided by a dash (nos. 1, 14, 36, 50), and 
parallels divided by full pauses (12, 15, 17-19, 27-28, 
47-48). The rollowing sentence (no. 12, p. 63) is er-
fective fo.r its intricate construction combining these 
two devices:-
, I 
He was satisried, without in tbe 
/ ' / / ~ 
able to A&Y why, that this young 
. ·~ 
~ 
least 
~ lady 
being 
\ 
migh,~t 
ro/ghly have raticed in the .hofse as, a wfcia 
~ -~ ~ 
relation; sa{isfied also that~ was ~ not 
, d7. , ~ ~ 
there on a prj ef visit, but was DJQD or ~ass 
, " , " a~ or the establishment--almost a working, 
, I 
a- ren111perated part. 
. The predicate adjective. or the fi_rst abort main clause 1-n ,. 
repeated in the second half of the sentence but divided 
from tbe first half and from its noun by a semi-colon or 
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- ' . pause.. The predicate nominative of the second subordi-
nate clause ( 11 part"-) is picked up arid extended after the 
dash by the use of participles. This pa~tern of repeti-
' . tion and pause helps nlaintaip tbe rhythm. 
. . 
Sentence 117 (p. 71) demonstrates that the conversa-
tional responses accent in pattern like the over-all 
rhythm. This spontaneous description, of Marcher's fear 
on the part of May is precise, complete, neatly phrased: 
~ .,. / ;? / 
"'You 51.P unders,,tJiDQ it?' he ~agerly asked." Contrast 
/ . 
this to the same sentence in another order: "JJ.Q you 
"' / _, ., \ 
underatand 1 t?" he 1skGJ] A&gerly. The second arrangement 
would break the spacing of the acce~to Certainly James 
subordinates the rhythm to meaning, but he manages also 
to maintain a hypnotic beat. 
-- In the clause "Marcher flattered himself the il-
lumination was brilliant" ( p. 65) the absence of the 
subordinate conjunction causes a slight break in the 
thought pattern, a mental pause which corresponds in 
effect to a connna or dash. The passages are regularly 
interrupted by such slight breaks or pauses. At the end· 
of each sentence comes a ~ull pause, a pause more lengthy 
in this prose in which the sentence is heavy and the basic 
unit or structure. The pause pattern is also maintained 
through the relationship between dialogue and connnentary: 
, , ~ 
"Very _goo.d then." ~ ~ ~ The~ had been moving by this 
~ / 
,tim~ across " , , ~ the room, and at tb~.g~gr, betpr~ 
I· 
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.. passing ~' they -paus.ed a~ for the full wind 
up of 
.I 
zo~, .. " 
/ / , -- ~ 
their underUan.ding. "I'll watch with 
said Ma~ Ba:tram1•(no. 24, P• 74) • 
The mind also naturally pauses in its shift from quotation 
to comment in the same paragraph. This pattern of dialogue 
is found at the conclusion of sections one, two, and four; 
sections three, five, and six end with commentary or 
psychological narration. 
Part ot: the rhythm is in the way the passages of 
background alternate with the passages or dialogue and the 
way the dialogue blends in with the background: 
~ . ~ / 
"That's why I ask you," she sm.11E?d, "if the 
I / I 
thing you then ~BW or has / / I ever~ to~?" 
, I ~ / 
,.} Ob then he AaW, but he was l.a ~ji in t1at1der 
I I 4' ,1 and found himself embarrassed ( 80-81, p. 69).' . 
The smooth, gently rocking cadence is not interrupted in 
-- -- ---
's b if t !'rom a·peech to comment, nor is it o.ften interrupted 
between speeches. Here is an exampl.e of this smooth 
transition: 
I I ' -I ~ 
"What exactly ~as the account I gave--?" 
I . I I " . 
, "O!' the--lt§Y you d~d .!.W? ( 114-115, p. 71). ,~ 
I.n another ''dream sentence, 11 a more poetic cadence 
recei·ves 1 ts impetu·s from the adverb placed before the 
subject. It is·appropriately the voice o~ May whose 
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. • ·accents provide soft contrast for the stronger stress of 
.,. 
·Marcher• s mental frustration: 
.. :...._.__. 
, , ~ ,, 
''Did we On .th,1! slowly she turned to him. 
I , ~ / ~ ever dream with a.11 our dreams we should sit 
&Jld 
I I' 1) talk of it thus? · 
He .tri~d for a 11 !tie ~ 
.. 
to make out that they 
, , 
' / ' had; but it was as if their .g~eow.A, numberless • · 
' I I / ~ enough, were in solution in some tbic~ ~Q.lg m1At 
· I I 1 ~ , through which ~DQUW ~w itself (pp. 111-112). 1 
Passages of dialogue appear in the background narrative 
with no break in the rhythmical pattern, and the narrative 
continues uninterrupted to explain the dialogue (pp. _91-
02). May is speaking: 
I I I I 
"It is my intimacy with lQl,1 that's in question." 
Comment: I I I . He laughed as he saw what she m·eant. 
Within this rhythmical framework a very simple 
. I 
· sentence may produce a strong emotion: "He sat .ru»m on a ~ I 
.......... - ... ----·---. --~ -- - -· 
-·-----.. ·---·-···--··--·gs,ngb in the tJ(ilight" (p. 109). -· It· is not as effective - -·---··<- ·-- ·-~ - --- --·- - . 
. I rhythmically nor imagis:t;ically to say "he sat dotm in the I . I · 
1a!1light on a ~. 11 Twilight is the emotionally evoca-
.. 
-
tive word and the important sound-symbol since it connotes 
, time pass·ing, semi-consciousness., the dream: world of both 
:",• 
Mar_cher. and the .. reader. The sounds of W and L anq the ' 
weak syllable .at the end of the line contribute to this 
..,.r 
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~motional effect. 
. . 
The rirst sentence or section two begins according to 
the familiar pattern of tbe clause., the dash, the repe-
tition of key word, and a continuation after tbp main j 
verb. A lapse of one year is indicateq, a passage of time 
represented also in the sectional division. Evident in 
the second section is the certain triple word phrase which 
gives three accents in succession. This phrase structure 
~ -' I is another repeated pattern: "stra~e steady sweed'(p. 
~ , , , ~ 
94), 11 cold meaningless cheer" (p. 98), "odd irregular 
, , , , ~ 
rhythm" (p. 100)., Hpale hard sweetness" (p. 100)., "cold 
' , ~ , ~ 
sweet eyes" (p. 105), 11 slow fine shudder" (p. 106). 
Examples are abundant in other passages.· These phrases 
are similar to the appositive phrase without commas, "the 
I I I t-J 
ancient lady her JU!ruit §i,W}.,t" ( p. 75), in the way they-
., 
maintain the stress, the tone, and the ambiguity. 
Sentence 27 (p. 79) of section II emphasizes the 
important analogy of The Beast with a stronger accent and 
a more parallel structure than was i'ound in the sentences 
,. 
). 
r-
) 
immediatel-y precedin_g 1 t. 
. . .•... ,.... .. .......... -
.. The . preceding backgrou·nd· -· ··· "-- -·······----····:-· ·-·--«-·-·""·"'-·-··· ······ ·- ·---
sentences read with tbe same slow pace oi' section one, 
and tbe accents are likewise generally slight. The stress 
, 
suddenly becomes stronger in "amid the .tJu_W and the 
I I I # I 
,ty~ oi' the ~b, and the Y8B:Cl:1 like a ~ing ·tuuust . 
1· 
in the j:µ:qgle." The stress is brought out through the 
alliteration of parallel one-syllable words. 
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The inverted word order in the last .sentence in the . 
,.· 
same pa~agrapb also adds emphasis to the image of the 
J3east: "suth was the ~age uhder wb{cb be bad I .. ended by 
f (guring his 11/e. 11 The order of phrases is unusual, and 
syntax is essential bare to understanding and to rhythm. 
Marcher is described as :ffigu_ring bis life, ·predicting it, 
drawing it in outline. His predictions had ended in the 
design or sign of the Beast, and the position of tbe 
prepositional phrase "under which be bad ended~ enables 
the phrase to imply two ideas simultaneously. It implies 
·that the image was both Marcher's conclusion and his fate 
and that his fate is inevitablyrinvolved with his psycho-
logical self-analysis and fantasy. Similar in complexity 
and tone is the second clause of sentence 32 (p. 81): 
"but she certainly so far justified by her unerring touch 
bis finer sense of the degree to which he had ended by 
~ convincing her." Again James has expressed a very complex 
psychological relationship_in a few words. The clause 
take~ thought and time not because James is unclear, but 
because be is so concise. The beauty of the sentence is 
-~-. -~ -·~.~- ... - ~ :·_ ~. _·· -... -- -- - --
the skillful way Marcher receives credit _for May's unerring 
touch. The phrase "he had endedH refers back to Marcher's 
.. 
imagining th£r· Beast,- and the finality of bis image bas 
_ also become May's conviction. The verb "justi.fied" has as 
its object ~'sense" and implies the uncertainty in Marcher• s 
·-- own mind and bis rear. She gives needed justification, 
·-
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~ through her manne~, to tbe degree of conviction he ·bas 
imposed, and this manner, in: turn, bolsters his own ego· -
and· justifies his sense of imposition. All of this 
explication only points to the idea expressed in the 
. same essential rhythm whi.cb con·tinues to symbolize tbe 
theme of time and the clock. 
There is only one brief passage of dialogue in sec-
tion three. The bulk of narration is Marcher's psycho-
- logical reflection. The rhythm is maintained with the 
~ help of alliteration and parallel structure: "be felt 
, I ti ~ ~ somehow tbe shadow of a c bange and the chill of a shook" 
(p. 94), ''peril of personal privation," "mystical ir-
resistible light," "strange steady-sweep.," and more. 
The beat becomes strange~ 1~ the last two pages or this 
(.', 
<section wbere there are repeated references to time. 
The clock is still ticking in section IV, but it is 
much softer and the imagery is again rem1n1cent or sen-
tence eighteen: "the long, fresh light of waning April 
days which affects us often with a sadness sharper tban~·-
tbe greyest hours of autumn" (p. 98_). Other phrases echo 
. passages o:f the preced-ing background.· Marcher had asked: 
· tfwb:t did ev~rytbing mstn--Wha~ 9 tbat 1~, did s~ me,n, 
·.·. 
~ death and the 
I · I t> ~ sbe and her vain ~aiting and her prob~ble 
I /J. I soundl-ess admonition of it a'll" (p. 96). "·soundless" in 
-····· 
this context has two meanings: "silent" and "unfathom-
able." In the background of sec·tion IV May forms a part 
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ot _tbe air of knowing, of "cold meaningless cheer.'' In . 
this section, the relation of ai~logue to background is 
reversed. The bulk of the S®ction is dialogue, but the .. ,; 
rhythm is still maintained. In this section is also some 
effective alliteration: "her face delicately shone. with 
it--it glittered almost with the white lustre of silver 
in her expression" (p. 106). What ex~ctly 9 literally 
this means is hard to say, but the reader responds with 
associatio·ns vague and undefinable in the favor of May· 
Bartram., and the alliteration has the symbolic value which 
Yea ts -reeogni zed in the lines of Hobert Burns.··-
The ambiguity in tbe :following strange sentence is a 
\I 
result or syntax rather than imagery: "She gave way at 
the same instant to a slow; fine shudder, and though he 
remained staring--tbough he stared in fact but the harder--
I turned off and regained her chair" (p. 106). The main 
claus® is separated by a subordinate clause lengthened by 
the dash and a repetition. The verb "turned off" is a 
phrase negating the comment or section one: "It was most 
of all perhaps in the way she came to him as if, since, 
she had been turned on to deal with the simpler sort". ii 
,(p. 64). When May turns hersel~ ofr, she changes direc-
tion and moves away rrom Marcher. ·a She is as a result. , 
"strangely p·ale; 11 her glittering silver light has dis-
appeared, been "turned off." The phrase at the opening ~ 
refers to people approaching May·for help as "turning to 
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·her, n but in the t~irst -sense no less than the second the 
"turning off" ~nd "turning on" have a vague relation to 
light and to kn~wledge. 
The background of section V maintains the rhythm.with 
the use of tbe dash_, repetition and parallel structu:r~e. 
The narrator bas some very tender phrases for Mey which 
.contrast to the stress of Marcher. He speaks of "the 
gentlene·'ss of her mere desire" (p. 109), "the so.ftness ot 
a sick child" (p. 110). She dies, and Marcher is "power-
less to penetrate the darkness of death'' (p. 118). The 
alliteration of.this and the last line acoentu$tes March-
er's frustration: "He gave them a last long look, but no 
palest light broke. 11 When a series of one syllable words 
is accented in this way, the vowel duration is long and 
followed by a natural pause so that the rhythm is main-
tained. 
The last section, while maintaining the steady tempo 
has more alliteration end repetition of primary words • 
The stress grows strong~r as this repe~;tion 1n~reas6s: 
senten9e one, "spending," 11 sce·nes," "superlative sane ti ty, 11 
"vulgar and vain11 ; sentence two, the repetition of L; 
continuing sentences, "terrible truth.," "proof of pride,'' 
·and multiple duets of phrases and words. Again tbe pre-
. 
dominant tone is that of the autumn day: "The incident 
-of an autumn day had put the match to the train ·laid from 
of old by his misery • • • This face one grey afternoon 
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when the leaves were thick in the alleys, looked into ' . . 
Marcher's own" (p. 127). The word "train" in the first 
sentence re.fers literally to a trail of' explosive powder. 
It also implies the series of psychological events which 
fiave conditioned Marcher up to this point for bis final 
revelation. The brilliance of this revelation, this ' . 
. ' 
explosion,· contrasts with the grim suggestions of grey 
afternoon, cemetery and alley. 
The repetition of imagery and rhythm, of parallels 
and contrasts throughout the work may be called baroque 
figuration, ornamentation and surrace value lacking the 
depth or symbcil. But surface values are symbolical when 
sounds ·are symbolical. If such repetition bas the power 
to play upon the reader's consciousness, it may indeed-
induce a trance or work a charm that enables the reader 
to benefit ~rom subconscious associations. 
This is the element of fantasy suggested by Marcher's 
selr-induced trance when he stared at the tomb of May, and 
in this trance he has a dream of his past which symbolizes 
o I , . the nature of' bis lire: "be seemed to wander through the 
I I ' I ·, / 
.glg U-8.U with his~ in the »m of a comQaJ)ion who was, 
in the~ extrat'rdinary m~ner, bis o{ber, his ytunger 
I I I I / selr; an'!. to ti@Pder which was ~ extra.ordinary yet, 
I I ~ I·- / / I rgµnd and tQYnd a thil!d presence-~not ~tandering ,W., but 
I , I I t? . " ~ stationery, still, whose ~j ~ing with his revolution, 
I ~ ~ I 
never 90D§GQ to follow him" ( p. 12·1). This sentence is 
j 
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·characteristic ot the fabric and suggests another name 
for the structure: the dream ~ugue. The term implies the 
ambiguity and the movement. "Dream" implies the psycho-
logical tone, and fugue connotes the careful, purposeful 
arrangement. The repetition pf phrase and image, of 
statement and counterstatement, of stasis and revolution 
are comparable to a fugue. The term also designates the 
prose poem, an imp~ession created through the sounds or 
words. Danoing to this music, Marcher wanders in psychO-
logical circles deliberatel1 toward bis goal, the painful 
truth of consciousness. 
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Appendix A 
:The copy of ·text on which ·I· ·hav.e 
. -· ... .' . 
;~. imagery, entitled Appendix A I • .XiS on fil·e 
the English Office of Lehigh Uhiv.e·rs::i.ty •. 
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• Appendix B 
-~-:--. 
The· qopy_. of the text on which I mark 
I 
rhythmic pattern • 1S entitled Appendix 
and • 1S on file at the English.Office 
Lehigh Un-ive.rsity. 
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Guy Fercbault wrote qoncerning the Debussy String 
_Quartet in G Minor, ''the unfolding of the themes and .of 
a single motive germ cell and their periodic reappear-
ance, correspond to cyclic forrri. However, the compelling 
fascination of the work is dependent less on its ~ormal 
structure than on the high originality of' its content. 
The light touch with which it is written, the rhythmic 
audacities, the modal ambiguity, the floating vagueness 
of tbe harmonies, the extremely unusual combination of 
chords and instrumental colouration--all these features 
contributed to the surprise and perplexity experienced by 
the audience at the r1rst performance. Nevertheless, the 
• 
work quickly found favour." Ferchault rei'ers to the ., 
following comment by Paul Dukas: "' D.ebussy 1 s String 
Quartet bears all the hallmarks of his style;, everything 
in it is clearly drawn, despite great formal ~reedom. 
• • 
Debussy shows .an especial preference for sequences of 
sonorous chords and ror dissonances, although these are 
never harsh but, with their complex inter~relationships, 
create an effect which is indeed almost more harmonious 
than tbe consonances; the melody flows as though gliding· 
over a luxurious, artistically designed and wonderrully 
t 
coloured carpet, from which all shrill and jarring tones 
have been banished" (Deutsche Grampiophone Gesellscnaft. 
Hanover, 1968). 
In the introduction, I spoke or a tape recording of 
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Tbe Beast 1n the Jungle wbicb I sub~t aiong withtbia 
thesis as part or this appendix. Because the four move-
ments of the Debussy Quartet in G Minor correspond in 
.... 
style and form to tq~ six sections of the tale, I in-
cluded most of the quartet on the tape. Part of the last 
movement separates the foreshortened background of sec-
tion VI, in which Marcher visits the grave·ror a year, and 
the final scene of his revelation. I cut a portion of 
the last movement since I did not want to separate the 
sections of the tale with too long passages of music and 
because more t_ban a final moment of' music at the very 
end would be anticlimactic. I also felt.that the alter-
nating ·passages of music and reading had already estab-
lished the comparison. 
I made several errors in interpretation, I am sure, 
· but I wish particularly to confess a mistake at tbe 
beginning of section VI where I read "garish and cheap 
·and thinn fo:r "garish cheap and thin" (p. 119). This is 
a significant error since it changes the rhythmic pattern. 
.I caught the mistake afte~ the tape was put together, 
• and anotbe~ splice would have been very difficult • 
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_ · . 1nouglas William Jefferson,. Hen!'!l James Writers and 
'.\ Critics (New York, 1965), p. 102: ·"It is difficult to.· 
see any clear pattern in the history or critical opinion 
on James. In some respectsD Joseph Warren Beach's book 
The Method Qf.. HeDIT Jame$ (1918) has never been surpassed 
as an inclusive treatment of technique, while Percy Lub-
bockvs passages on James in The Craft of Fiction (1921) 
contain easily the most brilliant attempt ever made to 
describe a particular aspect of his technique: tbe use · · 
' of the point of view. Yet critical opinion in general 
was slow to realize ·James•s magnitude, and he bas only 
gradually come into bis own. 11 
2 
Henry James, The Novels· and Tales of Henry James, 
XVII, New York Edition (New York, 1909), xi. Hereafter, 
textual page numbers refer to this edition. 
· Charm is psychological power, the effectual spell 
of expression. 
3 . . " Louise Dauner, Henry James and the Garden of 
Deatb, 11 Un,iversity of Kansas City Review., XIX (Winter, 
1952), 139. 
4nauner; p. 138. .Q!.. James; XVII, 121. 
~ 
5navid Kerner, "A Note on 1Tbe Beast in the· Jungle, • 11 
University 91: Kansas Review, XVII (Winter, 1950), 115. 
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6 _,; Kerner, p. 117.' 
7Kerner,· P• ll.3. --
-
·,. 8 
l.16, 117. Kerner, pp. 
9Kerner, p. 113. Kerner does not explain why an 
actual woman could not serve such a dual purpose. He 
seems to assume that an actual woman is n.ot as complex 
as an artistic creation. 
1
°Kerner, pp. 110, 111. 
llKerner, p. 112. 
12Kerner, pp. 109, 110. 
,. . 
..... 
1%erner, p. 117. Time, place, and condition are 
~ "stripped off the bones o:f action, 11 but these three exist 
metaphorically and are important to theme, as will be 
pointed out. 
... 
.- ·.• 
14isdw1n Honig, 11 Tbe Merc11'ul Fraud in Three Stories 
by Henry James," The Tigers~, No. 9 (October 1949), 
p. 83. 
15 
Honig, p~ 84. 
l6Hon1g, pp. 87, 88. 
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... antisocial character of· love offended. James·: urt is-
. 
--James Is contention that sexual-romantic love plays havoc 
with one• s desire, one• s will, and one I s powe:r> to see 
and understand the world." Osborn Andreas, Henn: James 
and the Expanding Horizon (Seattle, Washington, 1948), 
p. 76. Andreas argues that since consciousness is the 
supreme value for the artist, and since romantic love 
"galvanizes the consciousness, 11 no artist can afford to 
-~- risk 1·t (pp. 9-11). He views Marcher• s of'fense against 
.. life as the rejection of experience, which is evidently 
slightly difrerent from the rejection of romantic love 
(p. 121). -er. Frank .Raymond Leavis, The Great Tradition 
--- (New York, 1948), pp. 154-172. 
19 
-Geismar describes tbe late Jamesian style as 
, 
n1ntended to deceive or mislead the reader-quite as 
often as to imform bim; a style where abundance grew 
richer, more verbose and orotund as its material grew 
thinner. 11 See Maxwell Geismar, Henry Jam.es and the 
Jacobites (Boston, 1963), p. 5. Cf. Edmund Wilson,· 
11 Tbe Ambiguity of Heni,y James, 11 Hound and Horn, VII 
(April-May, 1934), p. 398. 
20
w11so~, p.· 398; Geismar, pp. 258-262. 
21w11son. p.·403; Geismar, pp. 258-262. 
'\I 22w11son. P• 399. .~'· 
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25oe1Sm8r, p. 261. At the beginning of Henry James 
and the Jacobites, Geismar insists that be is going to 
concentrate on the works themselves rather than on 
biography, --but he manages to avoid his promise by 
ascribing to James's personality tbe limitations of 
James•s characters. 
26 Geismar, p. 260. 
27Geismar, p. 263. 
28 Geismar, p. 262. 
29Geismar, p. 258. 
30Geismar, p. 259. 
31Geismar, P• 259. 
32walter F. Wright, The Madness of Art (Lincoln, 
.Neb., 1962), p. 243. Wilson, Kerner, and Geismar view 
the Jamesian woman as the counterpart of the _Jamesian 
male. Wright also views the Jamesian hero as both him-
self and one or mor~ other _selves (Wright, p. 209). See 
also for biographical signif'ica·nce Edwin Fussell, "Haw-
thorne, James, and 'The Common Doom,'" American Qua'.rterl1, 
X (Winter, 1958), 4ij3, 446-448; Charles L. Sanford, The 
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- Qµest :for Paradise: Eur·ope and t·be· .American Moral 
-!magi-nation (Urbana, Ill_., 1961), p. 213; Dorotbe~ Krook, 
.,ii 
The Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry James (New York, 
1962), p. 333. 
33 . Wright, PP• 37-200. 
34c:r1ticism such ·as that of Geismar and Wright re-
... flects inadequate reading. For Geismar, The Beast is 
good because he believes James is objective in aescribing 
· himself; for Wright, The Beast is good because be can 
identi~y with Marcher. In making an ultimate value 
_judgment on a work of art, the critic should judge ac-
cording to aesthetic criteria in which the treatment of 
tbe subject is seen as essential to understanding the 
subject. 
35stephen Reid, "The Beast in the Jungle" and ! 
Painful Case," American Imago, XX (Fail, 1963), 236. 
36Re1d, p. 236. 
37Reid~ P• 235 • 
.38 
· Reid, P• 235. 
39Bruce · R. · MoElderry, Henri James ( New York, l 965t, 
P-• J.45 • 
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. F. E. Smith, "'The Beast in tbe ·Jungle': Tbe t 
_Limits· ot Method," Perseective, I (Aut~, 1947), 4.0 • 
42sean o•Faola1n, The Short Stor1 (London, 1948)~ p. 210. 
4.3Cbarles G. Hoffmann notes that Clifton Fadiman 
calls The Beast a short story because it is under 20,000 
words; Philip Rhav calls it a short novel because it is longer than most short stories and is still under 20,000 
words. Horfmann observes that the important difference between a short story and a short novel is qualitative, 
not quantitative. The Beast in the lungle bas certain 
aspects of James' s short stories: the concentration of 
a single idea, situ~tion, and action. He notes that the 11 two terms are generic rather than mutually exclusive 
categories, as in poetry, a sonnet and an ode are. 11 Charles G. Hoffmann, The Short Novels of Henz:y James (New York, 1957), p. 102. 
James bated the arbitrary imposition of worg length._ 
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<> 
For James, the nouvelle, while allowing more freedom then 
..... 
: ... 
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a short story, still imposed the necessity of concentration which helped govern, not the ultimate length of a work, 
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bu~ mor~ importantly ___ its shape. Ibid .... Cf. Krook·, p. 325: 17Since James distinguished fairly consistently between-his shorter tales and bis nouvelles, it may be presumed that the 'little tarts' £shorter tale!!7 do not include sucb 
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works · as The Asp·ern Papers, Tbe Turn of tbe Screw I The -,;-
Beast .!!l the Jungle, or The Bench of' Desolation." 
44Allen Tate, "Three Commentaries: Poe, James, and 
Joyce, 11 Sewanee Review, LVII! (Winter, 1950), 4 .. Cf. 
.. . ..•. ,·.-· 
Reid, p. 2380 Reid contrasts the methods of James and 
Joyce, which, be says, ar~ really opposite. The evaluative 
comparison of Alan Tate who sees Joyce as fulfilling a goal 
unattained by James would, if Reid is right, be invalid. 
·~ 
45Tate, PP• 5, 10. 
46Tate, p. 10. 
47Tate, p. 5. 
. "' 
-~---------· 
49Tate, p. 9. f!. Intro. by R. P. Blaekmur in Henry 
James, The Art or tbe Novel (New York, 1962), p. xxviii. 
50 Tate, p. 9. 
,,. 
51 . 
- ·-·~-----· -
. Ibid., Cf. The ·Art or the Novel, p. xxx, '''On 
Ficelles' (XXI, 322-323). Taking the French theatrical 
term, James so labeled those characters who belong less -to 
the subject than to the treatment of it.u 
52Tate, p. 7. 
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561. c.· Knigh·ts, "The Trapped Spectator," The 
Southern Review, IV fWinter, 1938), 600. 
57:Knights, p. 614; Blackmur, p. 45. · 
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. Knights, P• 612. 
60Knigbts_, p. 613. 
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62Kn1ghts, p. 614. 
63Kn1ghts, p. 615. Cf. T. s. Eliot, "The Wasteland,"· 
-
Tbe Wasteland and-Other Poems (New York, 1962), p. 45, 
1. 412. 
6h 
· 
.~orton Dauner Zabel, 11 Tbe Poetics of Henry--· James," 
Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, XLV (February 1935), p. 274. ....... / 
.1 Cf. T. s. Eliot, From Poe to Valery .(Washington1..-,D. c., 
1949)·, p. 14. 
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-- '. 11941), 34·: . "Where_ James and Turgenev pa:r~· ·--.company with · · 
. J 
-the naturalists, modern psy·ch?logical fiction may be said 
to.'begin. 11 Naomi Lebowitz, The I~agination 9:f Loving 
(Detroit, 1965), p. 1500 Sbe refers to a statement by 
Steven Marcus in "The Novel Again," Partisan Review., 
XXVIX (Spring, 1962), 149-151: "The constant.development 
. of the modern novel has been toward a more poetic texture." 
Leboi-1itz sees James allied with moderns and retreating 
more and more from surface realism." 
67 Leon Edel,-,- ed • , Tbe Oom:elete Tales of Henl'l James, 
with general introduction by Leon Edel (New York, 1962)., 
I, 1. 
68Edel., p. 13, 
I. 
?OKrishna Baldev Vaid., Technique in the Tales of Henry 
James (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), p. 224. 
71 Ibid., See note no. 2. 
.. 
,-72Va1d, 232 p. • 
73 . - . - . . 
Vaid, PP• 224-231. 
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